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(Top) MG history on display at the sprint at Morgan Park: pictured with the two new MG 6s were 
David Robinson's MGY, Chris and David Lakes' MGA and Andrew's MGF (photo by Andrew Lake).

(Bottom L to R) Ken Wilson's TC Special at Concours (photo by Alan Heritage) Denis Thomas 
enjoying a wet motorkhana in his B (photo by Wayne Reed) and John and Cherie Fransen touring in 

their Midget on the Observation Run(Photo by Osella Photographics).
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President’s Report...
What a busy time the Club has had since the last Octagon.

Without a doubt the biggest event that the club runs is 
our MG National Meeting where MG Car Clubs from all 
over Australia gather at Easter to reminisce, make new 
friends, socialize and compete. The last time our club 
hosted this national event was in 2004 at Warwick; this 
year’s event was in Toowoomba and had lost none of 
the appeal.

Congratulations to all our members, what a great event.  
The Club’s thanks must not only go to the Directors 
Carly and Richard Mattea but also to the great team 
of volunteers who worked through the planning stages 
and to the local club members, members from all four 
chapters, family members and other friends of the club 
who came to the event to help.

We should be proud that so many came from Brisbane 
on various days just to help.  Our members attending 
pitched to help where they could be of use.  Our thanks to 
Holden Sporting Car Club and Just Flags who made our 
Motorkhana and Speed Event run successfully. Without 
the help of these volunteers, the running of this major 
event would not be possible.  Thank you to all again.

To top off a great event, the Presentation Evening saw 
our Club take home the major trophies – The John 
Wratten Trophy,  The Nuffield Trophy, The Pre-War Plate 
and The New Zealand Plate (winner Cyril Bennett), the 
magazine and the website trophies.  These are now to 
be shown off in our trophy cabinets in the Clubrooms.  
I hope the Club continues its success at the next 
competitive National Meeting.  There are other articles 
to be read here which will give a full report to those that 
missed the event.

Next month sees two major events for the Club viz.The 
Whites Diesel Queensland Hillclimb Championships 
to be held at Mt Cotton Hillclimb on the 1st and 2nd 

June and the Qld State Championship race meeting at 
Morgan Park on 22 and 23 June.  At the QHC we will see 
the likes of Tony Edmondson  (the current Aust Hillclimb 
Champion ) and his rivals Brett Hayward (QHC winner 
for the last two years), Chris Ackland, Ron Hay and our 
local competitors including  Warwick Hutchison, Ed 
McCane, Dean Tighe, Chris and Simon Lake, Paul van 
Wijk, and John Boyce in their  Formula Libre classes. 
It is anticipated that close competition will occur in all 
categories as competitors use this event as a lead into 
the Australian Hillclimb Championship. The Australian 
title will be held at Mt Cotton on 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
November and early indications predict that it will be a 
great event and worthy of an Australian Championship.  

Each year our club promotes at least one round of the 
Queensland State Championship Race series for all 
categories and our event is on 22nd and 23 rd June 
at Morgan Park. This continues MG’s involvement in 
promotion of race meeting when our first meeting was 
held in October 1955 at the Strathpine Circuit. If you are 
not competing, your help is required at either or both 
events.  Please talk with your committee members how 
you can help your club.

As well as these BIG events, the Club and its volunteers 
continue to run the normal events for our members.  
Mid-week runs, day runs, events in the club rooms, our 
Concours on 4th August - an event not to be missed - 
and this year we have added the Charity event All British 
Day on 22nd September to the calendar. Over the year 
the calendar can change with any updates listed on the 
calendar page on our web site and via weekly e-mails.  

Thanks again to all those who made our 2013 
Toowoomba MG National Meeting the talked about 
success that it certainly was.

Stay safe and good motoring.

David Robinson

MG INFORMATION
Name Phone Name Phone

PRE – WAR Dino Mattea 3263 2625 MGC Chris Carswell 
Bruce Ibbotson

3378 4140 
3366 1889T TYPE Peter Rayment 0407 693 947

MGA Richard Mattea 3325 0409 MG V8 RV8 Barry Evans 3425 1695
MGY Tony Slattery 3391 3022 MIDGET Ron Clydesdale 3263 6575
MAGNETTE SALOON David Robinson 3255 9037 (W) MGF John Boyce 3345 2530
MGB Graeme Walker 0431 678 319
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Some words from Elaine...
Writing for the Octagon, 

to be read by every member,
Commencing May and then July

September and November!

I've never been called 'bard' before
Like Willie and his mates,

Or any of those poet blokes
like Phileas Thistlethwait!

So when my bonzer ballad's writ
I'll send it off to ye

and ye can stick it in the mag
wot's writ about the MG!

While space has been found to include our regular 
columns, a return by Tim the Techman, Chapter 
Chatter and reports on other Club events, some 
general articles have had to be held over until the July 
Edition. 

Closing date for the July issue is the last day of June.

Well, this is a 'bumper' issue for you with a large focus 
on the recent National Meeting. These are annual 
events and are always reported but, this year, with 
our Club being the host club and the event being held 
nearby, the number of Club members contributing 
towards it either as workers or participants was 
bordering on huge thus making the event worthy of the 
extensive coverage inside. 

This event also involved people from all Chapters 
so there is further reading on the event from their 
perspectives in their reports. Please take time to read 
them and to view their photos. You may be surprised at 
the number - and variety - of MGs out there in regional 
Queensland.

As you will see in the National Meeting Report, Tony 
Gubbins of the Wide Bay Chapter was inspired to put 
on his poet's hat to express his feelings. With a little 
prompting - and the conferring of the title of 'Bard' upon 
him - he has offered to produce a ballad/ditty for future 
Octagons. His acceptance of this position is below.

Member ship
We welcome the following new members and wish them a long and happy association with the Club.

•	Richard Collier

•	Harry Moore

•	Daryl Penridge

•	David Pettit

•	Keith Davis

•	Peter Hope

•	William Scott

•	Barbara Wasley

•	Bronwyn Boundy

•	Ian Deed

•	Neil Honey

•	Michael Kearney

•	Lewis Pitt

We advise the passing of Sam Pollard, a very early 
member (No 47) of the MGCC Qld and a member of the 
inaugural Committee of the Club.  Sam also filled the 
role of Club Captain and was on the House Committee 
and Gymkhana and Social Committees. During the 
50's Sam raced a very hot Standard 8, which due to 
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Sam is pictured (4th 

from right) at the first 

meeting of the inaugural 

Club committee.

This photo can also be 

found on the first of 

the Nostalgia pages on 

the Club website.

its high state of tune was known as the Unstandard 
8. Sam's wife Barbara, who also was active in club 
affairs, died some years previously. His funeral was 
held on Friday 26th April. He was 80 years of age.

 by John Cranley

Vale Sam Pollard
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Notice Board
The Clubrooms are open on the first and third Friday nights of each month with hot food starting at 6.30 
pm priced as low as $2.50. A night navigation run which could take the form of a tabletop rally will be 
conducted on the third Friday of almost every second month and there will be a concentrated attempt 
to have something special happening on the first Friday of each month. Your suggestions are welcomed.

(P) indicates that the event is pointscoring for Club trophies.

Sat 1 & Sun 2 June

Queensland Hillclimb Championships at Mt Cotton.

Fri 7 June

Noggin 'n' Natter.

Sun 9 June

Day run (P). Meet at Clubrooms at 8.30am for a 
9am start on a 185km run. Morning tea at Kalbar 
and Lunch at Christmas Creek. Contact Errol 
Hoger 0408 703 220. Bring chairs with you.

Sat 8 & Sun 9 June

HSCC Khanacross at Lockrose (P). Check 
HSCC calendar for updates.

Sun 16 June

Swap Meet and Open Day at Mt Cotton Hillclimb.

Fri 21 June

Noggin 'n' Natter.

Sat 22 & Sun 23 June

State Championship Race meeting at Morgan 
Park promoted by MGCCQ. (P)

Wed 26 June

Midweek run. Starting from the southside, going 
to 'Lost World' and organised by Bruce Ibbotson. 
Meet at Albert River Parklands UBD 264 D16.

Sat 29 & Sun 30 June

NBCCC/MGCCQ Noosa hillclimb. (P)

Fri 5 July

Noggin 'n' Natter.

Sun 7 July

Day run. (P)

Fri 19 July

Noggin 'n' Natter.

Sun 21 July

Hillclimb at Mt Cotton. (P)

Wed 24 July

Midweek run. Starting from the northside, 
organised by David Miles (3892 2699) and offering 
an overnight extension for those wanting it.

Sat 27 & Sun 28 July

Midnight to dawn navigation run. (P)

Fr1 2 Aug

Noggin 'n' Natter.

Please consult the calendar insert for Chapter events. Club 
members are reminded that they are welcome to attend any events 
in the Club calendar. For a full listing of events, see the calendar 
in the centre of the magazine. Please note that some dates may 
change; updates are available on the Calendar page of the website.

Vale Lionel Ayers
Lionel Ayers, Club member 415, who died recently 
will be best remembered by Club members for his 
competition in motorsport. In the earlier years, he had 
an MG TC which was declared the 'fastest square 
rigger in Australia'. He wrote the story of his exploits in 
this car for the Octagon and the article can be found 

on our website at http://
www.mgccq.org.au/
nostalgia7.htm. Other 
cars followed including 
an MG powered Cooper 
and culminated in 
the big banger sports 
cars which always bore the Number 11. He was 
pre-deceased by his beloved wife, Margaret-Ann, 
pictured with him at Lakeside in the MRC Repco after 
a race in April 1971. 
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For  Sale Wanted
1969 MGC GT. British Racing Green. Chrome spoke 
wheels. American import. In good all round condition. 
$17,000. Phone David on 0417 074 128.

Hardtop for MGB. Contact T Rhodes 0437 486 733.

Dear Tim the Techman

I was given a present for my birthday and it was one 
of those gadgets that has a woman’s voice telling me 
where to go and how to get there.

Why is it a woman’s 
voice?

Mike Grumble.

Dear Mike Grumble,

You can change the 
type of the voice 
on that gadget to 
a man’s voice including certain well known people. 
However, research shows  that Women are not good at 
reading maps ... but they are good at telling you where 
to go and how to get there.

Tim the Techman

Dear Tim the Techman,

Recently I started renovating my MG leather seats.

I removed them from the car and started working 
on them when I suddenly realised I have to go to a 
meeting down at the Gold Coast.

Would it be O.K. if I stuffed two pillows where the 
driver’s seat is situated?

Mark Gadabout.

Dear Mark,

Sounds good to me. Why don’t you drive standing on 
your head as well?

Tim the Idiot.

Dear Tim the Techman,

My new girl friend has been in lots of different sports.

I asked her if she would like to do a Hill Climb with me.

She was very excited and when I arrived at her place, 
she loaded

a big bag of gear into the boot. She also said she 
bought new ‘ascenders’ and ‘quickdraws’.

That sounded interesting.

When we arrived at Mount Cotton she seemed a bit 
surprised.

She got out of the car and opened the bag in the boot. 
It was mountain climbing equipment.

What should I 
do?

Martin Galoot

Dear Martin,

Why not suggest 
you both go climbing. 
Make sure that when 
you get to the top you 
sing, “Climb Every Hill 
Climb”.

Tim the Techman

Tim the 

Techman ???????
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Bits
Pieces

&
MG Car Club Queensland Rocker Cover Racing Series

A series of Rocker Cover 
Racing nights will be held to 
foster the construction and 
racing of cars in this unique 
branch of no motor sport.

The races will be held 
in accordance with the 
MG National Meeting 
Supplementary Regulations 
for Rocker Cover Racing.

The club has a new ramp, constructed for the recent 
National Meeting, so if you have a rocker racer bring it 
along and give it a run, if not just come along, have a look 
and you to may get the urge to build your own. 

Enjoy good, clean, cheap no motor racing fun. For more 
information, contact Max Johnson  3201 5836 or email: 
48mgy@tpg.com.au

Tom Storrie proudly 
displays his collector copy 
of the March Octagon 
proudly autographed by 
featured member, Cyril 
Bennett.

It was good to see a great line-up of MGs of varying models 
outside the Clubrooms as members gather for a Club run. 

Club Membership Secretary, Peter Rayment, was a 
happy recipient of one of the MG6 models given away 
at the National Meeting. (Photo from Alan Heritage)

No, no-one forgot to 
attach the body and 
wheels or put on a 
conventional steering 
wheel but the new 
lectern made for the 
Club by Craig Winter 
did inspire John Walker 
to see its potential for 
other uses!  The lectern, 
made from items 
supplied by the Club 
and some members, 
made its debut at the recent National Meeting and 
is now being used at Noggin 'n' Natters at the 
Clubrooms.  This and the beautiful glass splashback 
for the stove supplied and made by the Grahams are 
hopefully the beginning of a collection of special items 
to be admired on visits to the Clubrooms. 

Following all his hard work at the National Meeting, 
Ross Kelly was able to enjoy some quality family time 
when his and Georgia's daughter, Skye, married Duncan 
Freedman on 20th April. Note the appropriate bridal car!

FOUND AT THE NATIONAL MEETING:  A black, light nylon, 
2009 Geelong National Meeting - 'Rainbird' Brand - Size XS 
- waterproof jacket - embroidered Victoria MGCC 'V' on the 
back - embroidered Geelong National Meeting Badge on the 
front.  Contact Jenny Page by email mg0045@gmail.com.
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As promised, all was revealed when the covers came 
off Don Webster's TD in front of a large and appreciative 
group at the Clubrooms on Friday, 15 March. 

Bernie Pereira assisted with the restoration and gave an 
introduction to the project before Don pulled back the 
covers to uncover the mystery object.

What at first glance appeared to be a beautiful 
restoration of a TD changed into 'something else' 
when Don and family got into the car filling up the front 
and rear seats. Rear seats in a TD? Yes, that's what 
makes this TD stand out from the others.  

First major outing for the car was as an entrant at the 
National Meeting in Toowoomba.

Noggin
'n' Natter

The covers were on and the message was clear 'NO PEEK'

The Webster family were all there for the unveiling

Don lifts the covers ...

.... and continues the story started by Bernie

Meanwhile there was an attentive crowd in the balcony...

... getting this bird's eye view

The Webster family obliged by illustrating the car's capacity

then everyone took the time to take a closer look
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Participants on the run:

Allan and  Joyce Tebbutt              MGB 

Barry and Caroline Smith                 MGB GT 

Bill and Beth Heraghty                  MGA

Don Webster                                   MG TD 

Ross Kelly                                    MG NB 

Greg and Rhonda Hannant              MGB

Ian and Karen Fettes                        MG 1100 

Jan Burke                                        MGB

Errol and Joyce Hoger                       MGB

Gary and Judy Tucker                          MG TC

Larry Ryan                                          MGB

John  and Pat Walker                          MGB GT

Peter and Liz Gannon MGB

Cyril and Marie Bennett                      MG TF

Andrew and Susan Willesden VW Polo

DAY RUN - March 10

After an enjoyable 'bring your own lunch' and chat at the 
clubrooms, we enjoyed a short drive along Ipswich Road, 
Centenary Highway, Milton Road and onto Petrie Terrace 
to the impressive double gates leading into the barracks. 
As Victoria Barracks is still an operational site, we were 
limited to specific outdoor photos and the museum. 

The main photo of Ross's new car, Ian Fettes' etc along 
the front of the 2 storey building is approximately half of 
the group who attended today. The building is the 1864 
Victoria Barracks, much of which is in its original state.

The rest of the cars are lined up outside the Mess 
building. The single pine tree in the grassed area is a 
direct descendant from seeds from The Lone Pine of 
Gallipoli fame. The grassed area is where the original 
parade ground for the barracks was situated. Larry's 
car was parked on the opposite side of the 'parade 
ground' and so out of photo shot.

The pictures inside the building are of the current 
museum which is housed in the original Ammunition 
Store House erected in 1899 which was used to store 
small arms ammunition and magazine.

Several of the men club members enjoyed the 'bunker' 
talk by Major John Wright. The bunker, a small lockup 
within the museum, is a display of all manner of firearms, 
used by both enemy and allied forces during a range 
of wars. Major Wright's knowledge of the weapons 
was extraordinary, including how and where they were 
manufactured,  how they were physically operated and 
why certain designs were used in specific warfare.  

Other members viewed memorabilia  and listened to the 
personal stories of local soldiers who were engaged in 
various battles throughout world war history. Following 
the museum tour, we went into the Officers' Mess, 
where again Major Wright talked about the history of 
the building and how it has changed physically over the 
years depending upon the use of the barracks.

An informative afternoon was had by all.

Report by Susan Willesden     Run Organiser: Larry Ryan     Photos by Susan Willesden and Ian Fettes



Bruce and Tip Ibbotson MGC GT 

Martin and Gail Browne MG A   

Denis Thomas and Walter Van Desel MG B       

Errol and Wendy Hoger MG B 

Greg and Rhonda Hannant MG B 

John and Pat Walker MG A        

Trevor Mills MG B       

Ian and Karen Fettes MG Magnette  

David and Meryl Miles MG Magnette    

Trevor and Dell Watkins MG B GT     

Vern and Elaine Hamilton MG B GT       

APRIL MIDWEEK RUN

A total of 18 cars, 12 of them MGs, assembled outside 
Beenleigh for the April midweek run organised by Denis 
Thomas. The run took the group through Tamborine Village 
and Canungra and on to a picnic area at Springbrook 
National Park for morning tea. This was followed by a 
great run through Numinbah and over the Border Ranges 
through Chillingham and Tyalgum before heading north to 
Tweed Heads via the beautifully scenic roads to Terranora. 

Lunch for the majority was hot or cold seafood and chips 
after which the MGs were assembled for a group photo 
before those opting for the overnight stay headed back to 
Murwillumbah and those not opting for the stay headed 
home. On the following day, having enjoyed a BBQ meal 
at night and breakfast next morning together, a number 
chose the extra extension of a detour back to Brisbane 
via Ballina while others made a more leisurely trip home.

Many thanks to Denis Thomas for his organisation of a 
great run and extended tour.

Photos by Bruce Mutch
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Bruce Mutch and Ian Geddes MG B 

Dennis and Diana Kelly Corolla           

Jeff and Pat Heselwood Subaru WRX   

Trevor and Joy Jones Jaguar Mk 2    

Val Horgan MX5        

Kerry and Dane Horgan Mercedes Benz   

John and Tricia Cranley Bentley Coupe   

Gathering for the run

The Watkins' GT on the run (from Kingaroy)

MG line-up at lunchtime
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An animated discussion at morning tea

More talk at lunch beside the Tweed

And even more before dinner

Peace and tranquility at sunset
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Participants were:

Geoff and Glennis Anderson Jeep / Silver

John Carlson MX5 /Red

Allan and Joyce Tebbutt MGB/ Blue

Trevor and Anne Mills MGB /Red

Gary Lawrence and Rodney 
Covernels

MGB GT Black

Barry Smith MGB GT /White

Dave Ferro and Rob Ryan MGB /White

Colin Fox MX5/ White

Charlie and Sandy Provis  MGBGT V8 / Gold

Bruce and Tippy Ibbotson MGC GT /Sandy 
Beige

Kerry and Dane Horgan Merc Benz Silver 
550 AMG

Trevor and Joy Jones Merc Benz Silver 350 

MGCCQ  MID WEEK RUN   - March 20

A group of 34 members and guests in 20 cars of which 
15 were MGs left the Wetlands at Boondall after being 
plagued by giant mosquitoes. Most had tops down as 
everyone said “No it won’t rain,” but with the cyclone 
“Tim” coming in off the coast discretion ruled and hoods 
were erected.  Just as well, as it bucketed down on the 
highway to the Toorbul turnoff. 

The route went through Beerburrum and on to the 
Grasshouse (sic) Mountains Lookout for smoko. The views 
of the Glasshouse Mountain Group were spectacular.

After smoko we made our way down the mountain 
through Landsborough and then Mooloolah /Eudlo to the 
Maroochy Bushland Botanic Gardens - a lovely spot with 
ample native bird life looking for a handout.

The road  to Beerburrum was through plantation Pine 
Forests for wood chipping and paper manufacture. Due 
to competition for sunlight the pines were an enormous 
height as they were thickly planted. The country from 
Landsborough to Maroochy was ex-dairying country now 
acreage with lush Kykuyu Grass and a few beef cattle on 
hand . A sad sight for anyone used to the dairying industry. 

It was a delightful drive of 180 miles marred only by the 
drenching we got  coming and going. Many thanks to Alan 
and Joyce Tebbutt for organising the day.

by Bruce Mutch

Warwick and Norma Gilbert MGB RV8 
Woodcote Green

Bill and Beth Heraghty MGA Coupe Blue

Jan Burke MGB  Red

David Miles MG Magnette Grey

Vern and Elaine Hamilton MGB GT Blue

Barry Lutwyche MGB Red

Denis Thomas MGB BRG

Bruce Mutch and Ian Geddes MGB Camino Gold   

Drivers' briefing by Bruce Mutch

On the road

Parked at the Lookout

Lunch at the Botanic Gardens
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Items available from the Club Shop that you 
may want for winter, for rainy days or for both

Black long 
sleeved 

shirt $35Umbrella 
$49
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FRIENDS OF MT COTTON HILL CLIMB 
Round 1 and some April events

Competition Sunday was a fine day; however, the 
heavy rain the day before combining with the lengthy 
rain periods since the beginning of the year meant 
the track was cold with some damp sections. This 
suggested the likelihood of any records being lowered 
would be remote.

REGULARITY AND HISTORIC

Four contested the Regularity class with Denis 
Cotton losing the least number of points (18 points) 
in his Porsche 914 Targa to win the class ahead of the 
MGBs of Stephen Callaghan (down 27 points) Shaun 
Rankin (30 points) and Jamie Trapp (40 points). Denis 
Cotton had purchased his Porsche in 2009. It is an 
ex-Californian car converted to right hand drive. The 
engine is a V2500cc motor bored and stroked running 
with dual 48 IDA carburettors and electronic ignition 
system.  Following a major engine overhaul Denis has 
been trying to resolve the engine misfiring problems 
and now it appears he have succeeded with this 
cranky 40 year old car.  

The Historic Groups went to Barry Smith (Group K, 
Ford Special V8, 57.08 seconds),with Kristy McAndrew 
(Cortina, 53.88) quickest in Group N up to 2000 cc 
from Peter Gilbert (Cortina GT, 55.94) and Ron Duffield 
(Hillman Imp, 61.32). Brad Stratton won the over 2000 
cc Group N class in the Torana XU1 (52.00) while 
Group S went to Mike Allen in his Austin Healey Sprite 
(51.90 secs).

SPORTS CARS

The Clubman Classes went to Ainsley Fitzgerald 
(Westfield SE, 48.58) from Jon Young (Caterham Super 
7, 54.67) in the up to 1600 cc class with Jason McGarry 
winning the larger class in his Caterham 7 clubman in a 
best time of 51.75.

The first two places in the Marque cars up to 1600 
cc went to members from Bundaberg. Bill McCollum 
captured the prize with a 55.61 time in his Mazda 
MX5 from Allan Dansie (MG Midget, 56.19) followed 
by Sonke Hatje having his first event at Mt Cotton in 
his Mazda MX 5 (61.55) and Don Webster (MGTD, 
71.88). The class to watch was the 1601 to 2000 with 

by Ace Reporter   Photos supplied by Ian Colley. 

More can be viewed at his website- www.iancolleyphotography.com.au

returning to the hillclimb after a break were Michael 

Ciccatelli (Jedi) and Craig Hornibrook (Commodore)

now competing in 'new' cars are Dave Homer 

(BD01) and Steve Purdy (Mini)
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MGA verses MGB. John Price claimed the class with 
his personal best time to date of 51.11 in his MGB 
from Daryll Searle 51.12 in his MGA . Unfortunately for 
Daryll his last run was spoilt with a deflating right front 
tyre. Following were Peter Andrews (MGF, 55.12), Bob 
Bear (Alfa Romeo GTV 1750, 56.14), Adam Shipway 
(Mazda MX5, 56.77), Andrew Lake (MGF, 57.07), Ray 
Pearse (Mazda MX5, 57.23), and Lewis Pitt (Mazda 
MX5, 58.88). The larger engine class went to Hugh 
Ballington in the Triumph TR8 with a best time of 51.06 
secs. John Price has slowly developed his MGB over 
the past 5 years as time and budget allows. From a 
standard car John has improved the engine, ignition, 
gearing, suspension and brakes but still competes 
with the standard MG gearbox. 

Chris Johns in his JFR Suzuki Cappaccino won the 
open Sports car class in a best time of 49.91 from 
Gregory Schweikert in his Mazda MX5 (57.88 secs).

SEDAN CARS

Steve Purdy won the Improved Production up to 1600 
class in his Mini with a 55.99 sec time whilst Dave 
Sidery (VW Beetle, 50.55) was quickest in the 1601 
to 2000 class from Ken McAndrew (Hyundai Hatch, 
57.10) and Ross McAndrew (Hyundai Hatch, 62.13). 
The 2001 and over was BMW verses Datsun with 
this round going to Piers Harrex (BMW E30, 46.66) 
ahead of Ken Graham (Datsun SSS, 47.16 –a reversal 
of the usual results in 2012) and both Glenn Trigger 
(BMW) and Pauline Graham (Datsun SSS) recording 
the same time of 47.94 secs then John Gilbert (Holden 
Commodore, 48.58). The VW type 1 Beetle (Jezebel) 
of Dave Sidery is his first car and dates back to his 
high school years. The VW runs a dry sump 1915 cc 
air cooled engine built by ‘dangerous’ Dave Butler 
with a Halted Fuel Injection system, direct fire ignition 
system with 2 spark plugs per cylinder. Keeping with 
Dave’s philosophy of bolting on as many Porsche parts 
as possible, the suspension has 944 components, 
Bilstein shock absorbers and uses 944 turbo four 
wheel disc brakes. Dave reminds us that the colour is 
dark blue not black.   

In the Production and Invited Cars the small capacity 
class went to Daniel Zeimer (up to 1600 cc, Toyota 
Corolla in 57.33), with the 1601 to 2000 class won by 
Don Milner (Triumph Dolomite Sprint, 51.18) ahead 
of Teruo Delacroix (Mazda MX5, 57.66 secs) whilst 
Rob Dignam (Commodore VU Utility, 53.97) won the 
larger engine size class from Lindsay Derriman in his 
Toyota Camry in 63.80 secs. Craig Hornibrook took the 
Modified and Invited Cars class in his Commodore in 
48.38 secs followed by Cameron Hurman (Mazda RX7, 

50.60) with Chris Rice (Mazda MX5 turbo, 52.81) then 
John Toomer (Mazda MX5, 53.29 secs). Fastest in the 
Sports Sedans up to 1600 was Jeffrey Bird (Morris Mini 
K, 51.58) from Daryl Morton (Morris Cooper S, 52.48,) 
while the 2000 cc and over went to David Malone 
(Torana XU1, 46.72 secs).

FORMULA CARS

Winner of the Formula Ford class was Rick Miles in 
his Kookaburra in 46.82 secs whilst the Formula Libre 
up to 750 cc went to Paul Van Wijk (Zip GP Kart 44.63 
secs). The 750 to 1300 cc Formula Libre class was won 
by Michael Ciccotelli (Jedi Mk1/4, 43.76) on his last 
climb of the day to edge out Jim Milliner (OMS 2000M, 
44.44), David Homer (BD01, 46.27) and Chris Lake in 
his Suzuki Escargot Mk2B in 56.47 secs. Fastest time 
of day and winner of the larger capacity class saw 
Edward McCane capture both awards in his Hayward 
089 with a best time of 41.83 secs ahead of Warwick 

Bill McCollum from Bundaberg in his MX5

Jeffrey Bird, Morris Mini K
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Hutchinson (Van Diemen RF92 RPV02, 43.47), Daryl 
Watt (Force PC, 44.17) and John Boyce (Kaditcha VW, 
47.69 secs).

TOP SIX 

Edward McCane won the round (42.35 secs) from Jim 
Milliner (43.55), Michael Ciccotelli (44.05), Paul Van 
Wijk (44.70), Piers Harrex (46.61) and David Homer 
who encountered some mechanical problems.

Best MG up to 1600 cc: Allan Dansie

1601 to 2000 cc: John Price

2001 cc and over: Jamie Trapp

Most Improved: Ray Pearse  

PS  There was an error in the report of the Ironman 
Hillclimb (p43) which needs correcting. The new 
record time for the Marque Sports 1601-2000cc set by 
Michael Collins is 45.91, not 46.32 as per the report.

MG CLUB EVENTS FOR APRIL (other than Hillclimb)

For those who could not get enough motor sport over 
the Easter period a Come and Try motorkhana was 
held at the Driver Training Centre at Willowbank on 7 
April. Several new tests were used on the day being 
Daisy Flowers, Egg Carton, Nucleus, Loopy Slalom, 
Huff and Puff and Open Slalom. MG members running 
on the day were Ken Graham (Datsun 1600, class CR), 
Pauline Graham (Datsun 1600, class CR), Don Webster 
(MGTD, class BR) Malcolm Spiden (MGBGT, class BR) 
Brian Krieger (Sprite, class AR) and Alan McConnell 
(Hyundai Excel, class AF).

Future Come and Try events for 2013 are currently 
scheduled for 8 September, and 6 October. For 
those competing in the Queensland Motorkhana 
Championship Round 3 is on 12 May, Round 4 on 7 
July with the final on 20 October. Khanacross events 
are scheduled for Lockrose (grass surface) as a 
afternoon/night/day event on 8/9 June with 2 bitumen 
khanacross events at Willowbank on 25 August and 
17 November.  

APRIL OBSERVATION RUN

In last December a few experienced (not old) night 
runners were reminiscing about some traditional 
streets used in the past decades. Some of these 
streets formed the Social Observation run in April.

From Collinsvale Street the runners travelled Sherwood 
Road before a diversion past some expensive real 
estate around the Chelmer area before crossing the 
Walter Taylor Bridge. After finding Central Avenue then 
Indooroopilly Road  the route went under the rail bridge 

in Whitmore Street onto Moggill Road then Stanley 
Terrace to use the undulating streets around Toowong 
and Paddington. A drive past Government House, then 
the Jazzcat in Collingwood Street, Kennedy Terrace, 
Enoggera Terrace, ZigZag Street followed before going 
left at the stone wall to join Musgrave Road and a quick 
loop onto Windsor Road.  Next over the William Jolly 
Bridge we went past the State Cultural Centre down 
Montague Road into Jane Street past the Mango Tree 
Café to find Whynot Street. This was followed by a 
loop around Hill End then onto Gladstone Road past 
the Thai on High, down T.J. Doyle Memorial Park Drive 
to travel under the Eleanor Schonell Bridge into Sharp 
Street to find but not hit that tree before heading for 
home.

MG members in the multi club run were Brian Krieger/
Tony Best/Helen Best (Barina), Rodney and Peta 
Lapworth ably assisted by keen observers Rhys and 
Janika in their family Commodore.

the concentration and precision of Ed McCane 
(Hayward 089) was captured by Ian Colley
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Richard Mattea was President of the Club when the 
decision was taken to host the 2013 National Meeting. 
It was therefore fitting that he and Carly took on the 
responsibility of coordinating the organisation of the 
meeting once the decision to host the meeting in 
Toowoomba was made.

An Organising Committee was formed with the people 
taking responsibility for key areas being as follows:

Accommodation Bev Clydesdale

Registration Ross Letten

Social Events Bev Clydesdale

Concours Ross Kelly

Observation and Kimber runs Paul Lupton

Motorkhana Rodney Lapworth

Program, Logo and Poster Noeline Johnson

Website, Magazine and Elaine Hamilton
Photo competitions

Sponsorship David Miles

Regalia Meryl Miles

These people, in turn, were assisted by others who are 
acknowledged in the reports that follow.

After many months, many meetings and a lot of work by 
many enthusiasts the 44th MG National Meeting event 
eventually arrived.  ‘Too Toowoomba’ was the catch 
cry and to Toowoomba MG drivers, families and friends 
ventured.  It was pleasing to see a great representation 
from MGCCQ with many attending a National Meeting for 
the first time. Not only members from the greater Brisbane 
area but members from all MGCCQ chapters (Darling 
Downs, Wide Bay, Capricorn, and Far North Queensland) 
were in attendance.  To Toowoomba they came to once 
again renew friendships or to introduce new attendees 
to the National Meeting concept and to show the MG 
Marque to the public.

Toowoomba has a rich history of motor sport with hill climb 
and motor circuit competitions. Hillclimbs had been staged 
at Ballard Hill (unsealed road at the top of Mt Kynoch), on 
sealed roads at Prince Henry Drive (used for the 1955 
and 1961 Australian Hill Climb Championships, whilst 
in recent years as a stage in the Queensland Challenge 
Touring Road Events), and Tobruk Memorial Drive at 
Picnic Point on the 19 September 1965 for the Carnival 
of Flowers hill climb event. Circuit races were held on the 
streets around Middle Ridge (start in Stenner Street, then 

2013 NATIONAL MEETING

Mackenzie, Alderley and Rowbotham Streets) during the 
Carnival of Flowers festivals from 1958 to 1961 before the 
urban sprawl curtailed these activities. Races, sprints and 
hillclimb events were then held on the unsealed surface at 
the Echo Valley complex. 

Representing MGCCQ were Carol and Mike Allen, Dee 
Anderson, Mike Anderson, Jim and Sandra Armstrong, 
Cathy Bartley, Tony Basham, Bob and Tanya Baylis, Eric 
and Janelle Beckman, Alison Bendall, Cyril and Marie 
Bennett, Glen and John Boyce, Gail and Martyn Browne, 
Anji and Ben Cain, Ferne and Robert Callow, Ian Carleton, 
Dan and Jill Casey, Gloria and Gurney Clamp, Ada and 
Stuart Clark, Bev and Ron Clydesdale, Chrese Cronan, 
Allan and Kaye Dansie, Diane Davies, Brad Davis, George 
Diggles, Terry Dwyer, Ian and Karen Fettes, Cherie and 
John Fransen, Duncan Freedman, Norm Goodall, Adam 
and Helen Goodfellow, Ian Goodfellow, Tony Gubbins, 
David Hall, Joke and Paul Halmans, Lyn Hayward, Phil 
Henry, Beth and Bill Heraghty, Jeff and Pat Heslewood, 
Robert and Yvonne Holbeck, Gwynne and Nick Holman, 
Bev and Graham Hoyle, Linda and Piers Hubbard, 
Karen Hunter, Bob and Patty Ingram, Matthew, Max and 
Noeline Johnson, Joy and Trevor Jones, Georgia, Ross 
and Skye Kelly, Wayne Kirwan, Gary and Julie Kunst, 
Peta and Rodney Lapworth, Dawn and Gary Lawrence, 
Ross and Shez Letten, Paul Lupton, Dino and Margaret 
Mattea, Richard, Carly, Alexandra, Ashleigh, Genevieve 
and Jeremy Mattea, Ian and Leanne McKeague, Chris 
McMahon, Len Melrose, David and Meryl Miles, Graham 
Moore, Anne, Clive, Michaela and Calvin Mulder, Greg 
Newey, Megan Perrett, Cherie and George Pethard, Brian 
and June Phillips, Brian Purvis, Alan Quinan, John Quinn, 
Boyd Rayment, Brant Rayment, Delia and Peter Rayment, 
Roz and Steve Riley, David Robinson, Kimberley Robinson, 
Lyn Rushby, Col Schiller, Norma Simmons, Elizabeth and 
Hugh Stephens, Kerry and Paul Strange, Malcolm Spiden, 
Denis Thomas, Mark and Shelby Thompson, Peter Tighe, 
Jim and Raye Vanderkyl, Lillith Varley-Stark, John Vonhoff, 
John, Pat, Graeme, and Sandra Walker, Barbara and Ken 
Wasley, Ann and Don Webster, Col West, Marilyn West, 
Pam and Phil White, Ian Wilhelmsen, Bruce Williams, 
Yorky Williams, Chris Wilson, Ellen and Ken Wilson.

by Malcolm Spiden
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Some of the members of the organising committee
are pictured at one of the many planning meetings.

Registration

Registration - by Ross Letten
Photos by  Lyn Rushby

Hardly the most exciting part of the national meeting 
but I'd like to thank the stalwart teams of Ron and Bev 
Clydesdale, Paul and Kerry Strange, John and Pat Walker 
and Cathy Bartley and Norma Simmons on the "alphabet" 
desks, Meryl Miles and Lyn Rushby on the regalia and 
lunch ticket desk, Annette Truscott on the CAMS license 
desk and Shez Letten doing the meet-and-greet for such a 
good job under considerable pressure.

And a huge thanks to Mark Thompson, our database 
guru, for handling the feverish activity on the changes 
desk, no less than seven on-the-day entries incidentally, 
in his usual quiet, imperturbable way. Also for the precise, 
analytical manner in which he sorted out a series of long 
standing, obscure programming glitches in the Access 
database on Monday evening prior to the presentations 
and again on Tuesday morning. The club owes a great 
debt to Mark and to Anne Mulder and her company 
FlowCentric for this remarkable support.

Just for the record 313 people and 174 MGs attended the 
national meeting.

SCRUTINEERING 

After registration, participants had to take their cars to the 
carpark for scrutineering and those people taking part in the 
Observation Run had to undergo a tie-breaker test in case 
the Observation Run resulted in a tie with multiple winners.

Chief Scrutineer was Mary Caplet, Peter Rayment was in 
charge of eligibility and Dino Mattea oversaw the set up of 
the area for the purposes of scrutineering.

NOGGIN 'N' NATTER AND ROCkER 
COVER RACING
Rocker Cover Racing by Max Johnson

The newly constructed track was ready, the racers were 
scrutineered, the spectators were eager for the racing to 
begin. The backdrop was the magnificent Toowoomba 
range, which some had suggested as a back-up venue 
should the new track not be ready.

They came in all shapes, sizes and colours and there were 
a lot of different rocker covers as well. Amid loud applause 
the heats were run, some not without incident, with some 
spectacular collisions with one car ending upside down on 
the rear wall of the track.

Protests were few and fairly dealt with by the panel of 
expert judges. A couple of heats were re-run due to the 
results not being clear, it was later found that the line judge 
may have been under the affluence of incahol.

Good fun was had by all with Andy Peters of Newcastle 
Club the outright winner.

John and Pat Walker 
working at registration

Meryl Miles at the Regalia desk 
aided by Ashleigh Mattea

Dee Anderson sold raffle tickets, 
some to Boyd Rayment

Paul Lupton's hands can be seen 
administering the tie-breaker test

The members of the Capricorn Chapter were there 
in force along with a rocker cover racer.
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At 5:30am the pre-dawn light, mist and light rain made for 
a gloomy outlook for the concours.  On meeting with the 
early birds at 6am it was decided that Heller Street Park 
was to be the venue despite the mist turning into light rain.  
It was a decision that was justified when the day turned 
into glorious autumn weather.

With the help of the early birders the venue was ready 
to receive cars from 7:30am when the rushed breakfast 
volunteers arrived to direct the 170 odd cars into position 
without undue delays. The leisurely breakfasters arrived 
in plenty of time to process the results as they came in 
and upload to Excel spreadsheet for transfer to the overall 
results program.

Without the efforts of all the conscripts and volunteers 
who worked tirelessly on such meagre wages (ranging 
from the higher paid $0.00/hr to the $0.00/hr. as per our 
advertised positions) the concours would not have been 
as successful as it was.

The feedback from many of the entrants justified the 
efforts of all concerned.

The collage of photos features (centre) Ken Wilson's Class 
R winning  TC Special. Included are photos of judges and 
results recorders and a general selection of other photos.

CONCOURS
by Ross kelly
Photos by Wayne Reed and Cathy Bartley
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Next to Picnic Point is the Heller Street Park which had 
been selected for the Concours. Around 6 am on this 
Saturday morning, the cloud cover was so low that Heller 
Street Park could be mistaken for the misty highlands of 
Bonnie Scotland. Out of the murky, eerie conditions many 
figures were just visible and could just be seen marching 
around to erect signage, tents and location markers for 
the 32 classes. All was readied for the 7.30 am arrival 
of the 169 MGs to be judged in the MG Motor Australia 
Concours. Fortunately for all the day which started 
dismally developed into a beautiful day. 

This year is the 80th year for two Pre-War MG examples 
being L type and the K3. Rod Hiley and Dino Mattea 
had facilitated the attendance of two MG K3s of Gary 
Kleinschmidt and Bruce Croft along with a MG KN of Lex 
Franks and Dino’s MG L type. This year saw one of the 
largest gatherings of Pre-War MGs at a National Meeting. 
The seventeen Pre-War MGs, mainly from Queensland 
members, were a 1927 Flat Radiator MG 14/28, 1929 
MG 14/40 2/3 seater, 1929 MG 18/80 Mk1 Speed Model, 
1931 MG M type, 1931 C type Montlhery Midget, 1933 
MG L Magna, 1933 MG K3, 1934 MG K3, 1934 MG KN 
Special, two 1934 MG PA, 1934 MG K1, 1935 MG NB 2 
Seat Roadster, 1934 MG NB Special, 1936 MG TA Airline 
Coupe, 1938 MG VA Tickford and 1938 MG SA. Many of 
these examples have a racing history in Europe, Britain, 
Ireland as well as in Australia. Regular attendees Jenny 
and Robin Page brought their MG VA from Victoria and 
competed in all sections of the meeting.

The inclusion of many Pre War examples complemented 
the theme of the meeting which was to link the MG 
heritage with the modern, a theme much desired by MG 
Motor Australia Sales Manager Xiaomin Xi (Jack Chapman 
to his Australian MG friends). MG Motor Australia was able 
to have examples of the new MG6 Saloon at Toowoomba 
and during the day the public had an opportunity to test 
drive/ride in the new MG around the Rangeville area.

The presentation of this event mirrored that of our annual club 
Concours event at St Lucia. The wonderful photographic 
display created by Ross Kelly and Norm Goodall showing 
the history of the marque, the various models through the 
many decades together with general technical information 
of the cars in each class was prominently placed for all to 
view. Roving microphone anchorman Max Johnson invited 
owners to talk about their cars, and who better than owners 
to inform the public of their particular cars. Compliments 

CONCOURS
by Ace Reporter
Photos by Wayne Reed and Cathy Bartley

were received for the selection of venue, the layout, 
photographic information, and the public commentary. The 
success of this Concours could not have been achieved 
without the support of the Toowoomba City Council, 
those who assisted by judging MGs in the various classes, 
checking the results, erecting and dismantling the venue.

Members had the opportunity to enter more than one MG 
model hence some have been credited with more than 
one result. Results for MGCCQ members:  Ross Kelly (1st 
class A, 1st class B), Col Schiller (3rd class A, 4th class A, 
5th class A, 6th class A), Tony Basham (2nd ), Dino Mattea 
(1st ), Norm Goodall (2nd), Duncan Freedman (4th), Greg 
Newey (1st class D, 2nd class O), Peter Rayment (3rd), 
Ross Letten (3rd), Cyril Bennett (2nd), Terry Dewley (3rd ), 
Robert Callow (4th), Brian Phillips (5th), David Miles (2nd), 
Ian Fettes (3rd class V , 2nd class W), Paul Lupton (4th), 
Clive Mulder (1st), Ken Wilson (1st class R, 1st class X), 
Wayne Kirwan (3rd), Don Webster (5th), George Diggles 
(=6th points), Adam Goodfellow (=6th), Brian Purvis (=6th), 
Trevor Jones (1st), Rodney Lapworth (2nd), Jim Vanderkyl 
(=6th), Skye Kelly (1st ), Mike Allen (1st class T, 3rd class Z), 
Hugh Stephens (3rd ), John Vonhoff (3rd), Bob Ingram (4th), 
David Hall (1st), Bill Heraghty (2nd), Graham Moore (3rd), 
Col West (1st), Sandra Walker (3rd), Nick Holman (4th), 
Gary Lawrence (4th), Mike Anderson (5th), Terry Dwyer 
(=6th), Graeme Walker(=-6th), Chris McMahon (=6th), Eric 
Beckman (3rd), Meryl Miles (4th class L, 3rd class Q), Chris 
Wilson (5th), Gary Kunst (1st), Denis Thomas (2nd), Gurney 
Clamp (=6th), Paul Halmans (1st), Allan Dansie (1st), 
Malcolm Spiden (4th), Graham Hoyle (4th), John Walker 
(5th), Ron Clydesdale (2nd), John Fransen (5th), Kimberley 
Robinson ( =6th), Carly Mattea (=6th), Delia Rayment 
(1st), David Robinson (2nd), Matt Johnson (1st), Ben Cain 
(2nd class Y green MGB, 4th class Y blue MGB), Brant 
Rayment (5th), Jim Armstrong (1st), Steve Riley (2nd), Glen 
Boyce (1st), Anne Mulder (4th), Barbara Wasley (2nd), Ken 
Wasley (2nd), Cathy Bartley (3rd), Tony Gubbins (4th).
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THEME NIGHT
by Bev Clydesdale (on social functions in general)
Photos by Wayne Reed and Cathy Bartley

As most people would know I had no intention of 
becoming so heavily involved in the organisation of the 
National Meeting 2013 – it just seemed to happen.

I was fortunate to have the support of a few ladies and 
the occasional male who made myriad numbers of paper 
flowers for the basket decorations and hats. Even my 
husband who cut thousands of pieces of tissue paper 

and my daughter who then folded thousands of pieces of 
tissue paper were not exempt.

My thanks go to those people who assisted in some 
way but especially to Peta Lapworth who managed the 
smooth running of each evening’s activities, Pat Walker for 
the costume making and Shez Letten who manufactured 
place mats into hats.

Positive comments were received not only from our Club 
members but other participants as well about the venue 
and the food provided on each social occasion.

I hope the 2013 National Meeting run by the MG Car Club 
of Queensland will be a happy memory for all.    
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Sunday's Kimber Run began at Picnic Point with drivers 
and their passengers following a well-designed set of Tulip-
style navigation instructions to give them the opportunity 
to visit many of the attractions on the eastern Darling 
Downs and down to the Lockyer Valley. By following the 
instructions, participants were kept well-informed of local 
attractions by explanatory notes on their running sheets. 
Most of the 69 cars found their way to Highfields, the 
picturesque railway station at Spring Bluff on Murphy’s 
Creek Road, Murphy’s Creek, Helidon, and Grantham. The 
route down the escarpment and on to the Lockyer Valley 
still shows plenty of evidence of the tragic, destructive 
floods of 2011. Having reached the outskirts of Gatton and 

KIMBER RUN 
by Paul Lupton

its Cultural Centre, it was time for a welcome hot lunch in 
a dining room overlooking the nearby lake with its bird life. 
Some enthusiasts also took time to inspect the Transport 
Museum at the Cultural Centre.

The return journey to Toowoomba took the well-fed 
parties up Flagstone Creek Road with some groups 
stopping at The Barn for a look at the growing collection 
of motoring memorabilia. Those who took their time after 
lunch were able to experience the predicted storm with 
accompanying heavy rain and consequent run-off. There 
were two casualties, necessitating calls to the RACQ, one 
to be trailered back to Toowoomba for clutch repairs and 
the other to the RACQ lock-up in Toowoomba to await 
repairs to the voltage regulator. 

Congratulations to members of the Toowoomba Chapter 
of MGCC (Qld) for all their work in developing this very 
well-received Kimber Run.

99 competitors took part in this year's MG National 
Meeting's Motorkhana at Wagners and it is pleasing 
to report that the day was an enjoyable and successful 
one, incident free. Ably assisted by Malcolm Spiden 
and Keith Butcher from the Holden Sporting Car Club, 
the event was planned and organised. I was somewhat 
comforted by the fact that my roster of helpers for 
the day was a self-generated one with most officials 
offering to help without the need for coercion.

Whist the weather did not inspire me with confidence, 
the day started off fine and dry and we were ready 
for competitors by 7.30am as planned. The first of 4 
sessions started at 8.30am after the drivers briefing. 
Session l finished as it had started, dry although the 
clouds were building.

Session 2 started ahead of schedule and I was hopeful 
that the rain would hold out. This was not to be, with 
the last third of the group having to contend with the 
added challenge of rain. This didn't seem to dampen 
the enthusiasm of those trying to drive between the 
rain drops as well as the flags. It did provide the 
opportunity of an early lunch break and the Rangeville 
Scouts who were on site cooking a BBQ lunch certainly 
benefitted from their captive audience.

The lunch break provided an opportunity for those who 
were there early to walk the course. It also provided us 
with an opportunity to see the new MG6 put through 
its paces firstly by Brant Rayment and then by Jack 

MOTORKHANA
by Rodney Lapworth

Chapman from MG Motor Australia who thoroughly 
enjoyed his experience.

Session 3 started early and was conducted in the dry. 
Sadly the same could not be said for session 4. With 
the clouds gathering and getting darker by the minute, 
session 4 started a few minutes early. About half the 
competitors managed to start before the heavens 
opened and down came the rain. Under very trying 
conditions the last 6 or so competitors braved the 
deluge to complete the day. Test three was renamed 
the "Waterkhana" after cars were seen to be creating 
their own water courses.

I must congratulate all drivers for their competitive spirit 
and co-operation on the day. It certainly made my job a 
lot easier and made for a successful event. I would also 
like to sincerely thank the many people that helped me, 
ensuring the day ran smoothly and efficiently including 
the CAMS Officials, time keepers, marshals, admin 
team, and the Holden Sporting Car Club for the use of 
their equipment and event experience. Thanks also to 
Shannons lnsurance for their event sponsorship and 
CMC Construction for supplying the port-a-loos.

Lastly but by no means least of all, I need to make 
special mention of Wagners. I was overwhelmed by 
the generosity and support of the site manager, David 
Parker and the Wagner family. Nothing was ever a 
problem and they were always happy to help, wanting 
to ensure the event was a success just as much as 
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Class places for MGCCQ members: Ross Kelly 
(1st), Duncan Freedman (1st), Norm Goodall (2nd), 
Peter Rayment (1st), Ross Letten (2nd), Cyril 
Bennett (2nd), Rodney Lapworth (3rd), Sandra 
Walker (1st), Nick Holman (3rd), Graeme Walker 
(2nd), Chris McMahon (4th), Eric Beckman (1st), 
Gary Kunst (2nd), Denis Thomas (5th), Greg Newey 
(1st), Malcolm Spiden (1st), Allan Dansie (4th), John 
Walker (3rd), Richard Mattea (2nd), Carly Mattea 
(3rd), Peter Tighe (4th), Ron Clydesdale (=6th 

MOTORKHANA RESULTS 
by Ace Reporter

we did. They spent days moving machinery and 

equipment off the hard stand area we used, moving 

concrete blocks around for added safety and sweeping 

the entire area with a street sweeper in the wee hours 

of the morning at no cost to us. We certainly owe the 

Wagner family a great deal of thanks and gratitude.

Thanks again everyone for contributing to and competing 
in the Motorkhana, and for passing on your appreciation 
to me personally for the efforts of many in a successful 
Motorkhana and a successful National Meeting.

points), Kimberley Robinson (=6th), David Robinson 

(1st), Delia Rayment (2nd), Ian Fettes (2nd in both 

class V and W), Clive Mulder (1st), Wayne Kirwan 

(2nd), Don Webster (3rd), Matt Johnson (2nd), Brant 

Rayment (3rd), Boyd Rayment (4th), Steve Riley 

(3rd), Mike Allen (4th), Hugh Stephens (3rd), Mark 

Thompson (5th), Glen Boyce (=6th), John Boyce 

(=6th), Anne Mulder (=6th), Ken Wasley (1st), Cathy 

Bartley (2nd). 

Class ZE - Ken Wasley Class J - Sandra Walker

Class L - Eric Beckman Class W - Clive Mulder
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Photos by Wayne 
Reed of Osella 
Photographics.

A collection of photos 
from Motorkhana
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Monday’s Observation Run attracted 56 cars for the 
Run designed by members of the Toowoomba Chapter 
of MGCC (Qld). The two-stage event of some 77 miles 
(134 km) had drivers and their navigators interpreting 
three styles of navigation instructions, viz Mud Map, Tulip 
Diagrams and Abbreviated Instructions. These navigation 
methods had the desired effect of successfully catching 20 
cars off course at a checkpoint, with several others getting 
so lost that they abandoned the Run. (One suspects that 
the golden rule of pulling over near the start and reading all 
instructions before commencing the event, had not been 
adhered to.)

The Run took competitors down the escarpment from 
Picnic Point via Flagstone Creek Road and then back up 
to the New England Highway to again descend the range 
to rejoin the Highway at the crossing to Cambooya. It then 
continued to Greenmount for a wonderful morning tea of 
homemade sandwiches, slices, scones, jam and cream, 
washed down by cups of fresh tea or coffee.

The second leg stayed west of the Highway to travel across 
the picturesque agricultural farms looking the best they’ve 
been in years. The towns of Clifton, Nobby and Allora were 
traversed before the finish at Glengallan Homestead for a 
BBQ lunch with fruit platter. Competitors were also able 
to tour the Homestead which has undergone extensive 
restoration to return the two-storey building and its 
remaining outbuildings to their former glory.

In its second year, the Perpetual Trophy for the Observation 
Run, was won by the driver-navigator team of Bob Wilson 
and Jan Woods from the MGCC (Victoria). The pair who 
had joined forces only the day before, pulled off the feat by 
losing just four points. (The results and the answers of the 
Observation Run can be viewed on the website of MGCC 
(Qld))

Footnote: The tie-breaker test of driving forward 1.5 
metres was used to separate two drivers who tied on the 
Observation Run. It should be noted also that two drivers 
managed to drive exactly the 1.5 metres!

Thanks to all the volunteers who assisted with the tie-
breaker test and running the Controls and Checkpoint.

Class places for MGCCQ members:  In Grouped classes 
A to F (Pre –War to MG TF) Cyril Bennett/Marie Bennett 
(MG TF) 1st, Duncan Freedman/Skye Kelly (MG NB 
Magnette) 2nd, Robert Callow/Ferne Callow   (MG TF) 
6th; grouped classes G to I (all MGA classes) David Hall/

OBSERVATION RUN 
by Paul Lupton

Helen Goodfellow (MGA Coupe) 2nd, Bill Heraghty/Beth 
Heraghty (MGA Coupe) 3rd, Rodney Lapworth/Peta 
Lapworth (MGA Roadster) 4th, Bob Ingram/Patty Ingram 
(MGA Twin Cam) 5th, with Piers and Linda Hubbard (MG 
A Roadster) and Jim Vanderkyl/Raye Vanderkyl (MGA 
Roadster) both on equal 6th place points; classes J to S 
(all MGB and MGC models) Gary Kunst/Julie Kunst (MGB) 
2nd, Graham Hoyle/Alan Quinan (MGB GT V8) 3rd, with 
the MGBs of Sandra Walker/Pat Walker, Gary Lawrence/
Dawn Lawrence, Eric Beckman/Janelle Beckman, Paul 
Halmans/Joke Halmans all on equal 6 place points; 
classes T to Y (Midgets, MG Y, Magnettes, Front Wheel 
Drive, and MG Specials) David Miles/Meryl Miles (MG ZA 
Magnette) 1st, John Fransen/Cherie Fransen (MG Midget) 
2nd, Adam Goodfellow/Ian Goodfellow (MG TF) 3rd, Clive 
Mulder (MG Metro) 4th, Wayne Kirwan/Megan Perrett 
(MG TF) 5th; classes Z to ZF (MG Super Specials, MG R 
to Modern) Jim Armstrong/Sandra Armstrong (MGB GT 
V8) 1st, Anne Mulder/Mark Thompson (MG F)  3rd, Cathy 
Bartley/Norma Simmons (MG F- TF) 5th.

Class winners from our Club were:

01 Classes A to F Cyril and Marie Bennett

02 Classes T to Y David and Meryl Miles

03 Classes Z to ZF Jim and Sandra Armstrong

Classes A to F 
winners Cyril 

and Marie 
Bennett

Classes T to Y 
winners David 

and Meryl Miles

Classes 
Z to ZF 

winners Jim 
and Sandra 
Armstrong
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The MG Motor Australia Sprint commenced with a 
practice session to determine lap times and to group 
drivers recording similar times. This would reduce the 
speed differential between cars within the groups. The 
nine groups had the opportunity for 3 sessions of a 
warm up lap and three flying laps to post their quickest 
lap time. Drivers reported they enjoyed the Morgan Park 
circuit 2.1 kilometre layout.

Class places for MGCCQ members: Col Schiller (1st), 
Ross Kelly (1st), Norm Goodall (1st), Peter Rayment (1st), 
Ross Letten (1st), Nick Holman (2nd),Graeme Walker (2nd), 
Mike Anderson (4th), Chris McMahon (5th), Denis Thomas 
(4th), Greg Newey (1st), Malcolm Spiden (1st), Allan Dansie 
(4th), John Walker (3rd), Peter Tighe (2nd), Richard Mattea 
(3rd), Carly Mattea (=6th points), Ron Clydesdale (=6th), 
Kimberley Robinson (=6th), David Robinson (1st), Delia 
Rayment (2nd), Ian Fettes (2nd class V and 1st class W), 
Don Webster (3rd), Ben Cain (3rd), Matt Johnson (4th), Brant 
Rayment (5th), Boyd Rayment (=6th), Mike Allen (1st), Steve 
Riley (2nd), Glen Boyce (=6th), Ken Wasley (1st).

Class winners from our Club were:

Class A Col Schiller Class B Ross Kelly

Class C Norm Goodall Class D Peter Rayment

Class E Ross Letten Class O Greg Newey

Class Q Malcolm Spiden Class U David Robinson

Class W Ian Fettes Class Z Mike Allen

Class ZE Ken Wasley

SPEED EVENT - SPRINT
Report by Ace Reporter:  All photos were taken by Wayne Reed of Osella Photographics.

the Hegarty A enjoys the run the Fransens 
(from FNQ) in their Midget

Which way next???? the Lettens' B in the hands of 
the visitors from the Netherlands

Photo credit:  Jan Lowing of Osella Photographics.

Winners in order from left to 
bottom right: Class A Col Schiller; 
Class B Ross Kelly; Class C Norm 
Goodall; Class D Peter Rayment; 

Class E Ross Letten; Class O 
Greg Newey; Class Q Malcolm 

Spiden; Class U David Robinson; 
Class W Ian Fettes; Class Z Mike 

Allen; Class ZE Ken Wasley
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Photos by Wayne 
Reed of Osella 
Photographics.

A collection of photos 
from the Sprint
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Monday evening was the Presentation Evening for all 
class trophy recipients, overall winners and perpetual 
award winners. Piers Hubbard gave a short information 
piece regarding the activities at Home Centre. With 
10700 members, including 1000 overseas members, 
75 affiliated clubs world-wide with 11 in Australia, 3 
in Japan and now forming clubs in China, the Centre 
has seven full time staff with two volunteers engaged 
in archiving. The MG6 has been released this year 
with the MG5 due in 2014. An issue which all clubs 
need to address is adopting modern methods 
of communication such as through the website, 
Twitter, iPhone, texting. As Piers reported, these are 
the methods of capturing the attention of younger 
generations who are the future MG club members. 

NATIONAL MEETING TROPHY SUMMARY 

All major trophies were presented by Piers Hubbard of the 
UK Centre. Photos by Cathy Bartley 

MAJOR TROPHIES - Club

The John Wratten Memorial Trophy:
Queensland (1095.95 points), Victoria (962.55); 
Newcastle (663.04); Tasmania (343.44); New South Wales 
(216.32); South Australia (215.74); Gold Coast (210.60); 
Canberra (50.72); Sunshine Coast (23.16); Wagga (0). 
Queensland followed the example of MG Victoria from 
the 2012 meeting where as many classes as possible had 
representatives and members new to National Meeting 
were encouraged to run in the events. This year Victoria, 
with 36 members where everyone came to compete in all 
of the events, came to have fun, came to Toowoomba to 
win and certainly gave us competition.

PRESENTATION OF TROPHIES
by Malcolm Spiden

The Nuffield Oceania Trophy: 
Queensland (15.444 points), Newcastle (14.800), Gold 
Coast (9.800), Victoria (8.700), New South Wales (4.571), 
Tasmania (4.500), Sunshine Coast (2.400), South Australia 

(2.300), Canberra (2.000), Wagga (1.200). Once again 
Newcastle displayed the great results they can achieve from 
a small group of 19 where all enter all events of the meeting.

The Jean kimber Cook Perpetual Trophy 
for Junior Drivers: 
Alexander Reeves(MGB GT V8, Newcastle)

The Joan Richmond Trophy: 
Fran Hodgson (MG ZR, Newcastle)

The Cecil kimber Centennial Trophy: 
Fran Hodgson (MG ZR, Newcastle)

Magazine Competition Trophy: 
1st Queensland (The Octagon), 2ndVictoria (Wheelspin) 
with Special Commendations Gold Coast (Time Machine), 
Canberra (Tappet Chatter)

The John Wratten Memorial Trophy was accepted by 
David  Robinson, President of MGCCQ  

David also accepted the Nuffield Oceania 
Trophy on behalf of the Club

The Trophy for  Best Magazine was accepted by Don Webster 
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Website Competition: 
1st Queensland, 2nd Tasmania, 3rd South Australia

WA MG Owners Club Perpetual Observation Run 
Trophy: 
Rob Wilson/Jan Woods (Victoria)

MAJOR TROPHIES - Individuals

The New Zealand Plate: 
Cyril Bennett (MG TF, Queensland)

The TC Owners Pre-War Plate: 
Duncan Freedman (MG NB, Q’land)

The Chris Dodds Memorial Trophy – MGB GT 
V8 Register: 
Graeme Ruby (Victoria)

Motorkhana Outright: 
Darren Hodgson (MG F, Newcastle)

Super Sprint Outright: 
Darren Hodgson (MG F, Newcastle)

The Golden Gudgeon Trophy: 
Jason Edwards (MG TF, South Australia)

Concours: 
Pre MGA: Jason Edwards (MG TF, South Australia)

Concours: 
Post MG TF to Modern: Allan Fabry (MGC, Victoria)

Concours: 
Modern: Robert Gibb (MGF TF, Gold Coast)

PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION 

Best Action Photograph: 
Matthew Johnson (Queensland)

Best Still Photograph: 
Jason Edwards (South Australia)

Best Novelty Photograph: 
Cherie Fransen (Queensland)

THE FUTURE

A farewell breakfast at Picnic Point was held on Tuesday 
morning for those on holidays or not required to be at work 
that day with the Delegates Meeting later that morning to 
review the meeting and to plan for future events.

2014 

Gold Coast MG Car Club will hold an alternative 
format National Meeting without the usual Speed and 
Motorkhana events. The event is to consist of a Concours 
and an Observation Run over two days around the Ballina 
region in Northern New South Wales. More details are to 
be announced shortly. 

2015 

MG Car Club Victoria will host a more traditional meeting 
with a Concours, Speed event at their Rob Roy circuit, 
Motorkhana and an Observation Run. This meeting is to 
be centered on Rob Roy hillclimb in the Yarra Valley area, 
north east of Melbourne. 

2016 

Western Australia is to host the National Meeting in the 
Margaret River/Busselton area.

David Miles accepted the Website Trophy for the Club
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Most of the Organising Committee were present at 

the Clubrooms for the Noggin 'n' Natter on April 

5th to exchange stories and reminisce after the 

National Meeting.

LETTER FROM CLUB MEMBER

The following letter was received from Tony Gubbins 

of the Wide Bay Chapter and it's appropriate that it 

is reproduced here.

"My partner Marilyn (Maz) and I attended our 

first National Meeting in Toowoomba and had an 

AFTER THE EVENT

absolute ball!

As I said, Maz and I had a ball, we came fourth 
out of four in our concours category, got lost 
following others in the Kimber run, but had the best 
weekend we have had in years. Thanks to you and 
all concerned. Here is the ditty, you may use if you 
wish ..."

MY MG, MAZ AND ME

My MG and Maz and me, we 
climbed Toowoomba range

With convivial conversation and info to exchange.
We met with folk from everywhere, 

o'er lunch and morning tea,
and had a ball, and chewed the 

fat, my MG, Maz and me.

We entered in the concours, a creditable fourth
(I must mention here that in my class 

there were only four of course!)
But undaunted, on the Kimber run, 

following the Rocky three,
We became slightly lost, my MG, Maz and me!

Toowoomba turned the weather 
on, hot and foggy and wet,

But that didn't dampen enthusiasm, 
it was a great event!

The Wide Bay crowd did very 
well in many a category,

But not, I'm afraid, did the virgins, 
my MG, Maz and me!

So we'll be ready next year folks, looking for a first
in any bloody category, for that we have a thirst!

So count on us from Queensland, 
throw the cudgels free

and we up north will pick 'em 
up, my MG, Maz and me!

I'm sure I speak for most of us 
when I say we had a ball,

The organisers, volunteers and 
workers one and all,

Congratulations all of you, and I know we all agree,
You included everyone, even my MG, Maz and me!

Pictured from left are Bev Clydesdale, Rodney Lapworth, Carly 
Mattea, Richard Mattea, Ross Kelly, Ross Letten and Paul Lupton.

Noeline Johnson took time out to reflect on the result 
of all her work on the program
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One of the many pleasing aspects of the 2013 National 
Meeting was the participation of numerous members 
from all four of our Regional Chapters. Not only did 
they travel long distances to participate (Cairns based 
Far North Queensland members travelled a similar 
distance to Melbourne participants), but a number 
of Darling Downs people travelled many kilometres 
researching and planning routes for the very successful 
Kimber and Observation runs.

This enthusiasm from those in far corners of our state 
speaks well for the future successful participation in 
future events, and proves that considerable distances 
can be covered in older vehicles which then proved to 
be winners and place-getters in the Concours!

I know that these true enthusiasts will return home 
with tales of what a great time was had in Toowoomba 
and, hopefully, this will see future major events such as 
National Meetings well supported by members of our 
regional chapters. I would also hope that more of our 
country members will be encouraged to form chapters 
in their region, thus enabling even more enthusiasts to 
join and enjoy the MG worldwide family.

Thanks to all concerned. You made a significant 
contribution to the success of an excellent National 
Meeting, and you contribution to our competitive 
efforts was also much appreciated. Before I had 
received the information regarding the Darling Downs 
Chapter’s participation, I added up the points gained 
by the other three chapters and applied our “Fudge 
Factor” to the points for the Wratten Trophy. If my sums 
are correct, had those from FNQ, CQ, and Wide Bay 
not entered, Victoria (with their much higher “fudge 
factor due to distance travelled) would have won the 
(Wratten) trophy.

Northern NSW is just a little bit further, but I hope that 
even more Chapter Members might come along and 
enjoy the new experience being planned by the Gold 
Coast MG Car Club in 2014.

Listed below are the participating members from 
regional chapters:

Far North Queensland
John and Cherie Fransen MG Midget (S) 5th in 
Concours, 2nd in class T to Y in Observation Run

Tony Basham (S) MG PA 2nd in Concours

Regional Chapters at the National Meeting
by Chapter Liaison Officer, David Miles

Bob and Patty (S) Ingram MG A Twin Cam 4th in 
Concours

Central Queensland
Gurney and Gloria (S) Clamp MG B BL 7th in Concours

Ian Charleton

Phil and Margaret Henry

Terry Dwyer MG B Mk 1 6th in Concours

Ian Wilhelmsen (S)

Stuart and Ada Clark (S)

Phil (S) and Pam (S) White

Jim and Sandra (S) Armstrong MGB GT V8 Super 
Special 1st in Concours, 2nd in class Z to ZF 
Observation Run

Gary and Julie (S) Kunst MG B BL 1st in Concours, 2nd 
in Motorkhana, 2nd in class J to S in Observation Run

Wayne Kirwan Pre MG A Special 3rd in Concours, 2nd 
in Motorkhana

Graham Hoyle MG B GT V8 4th in Concours, 3rd in 
class J to S Observation Run

Wide Bay
Allan and Kaye (S) Dansie MG B GT Rubber Bumper 
1st in Concours, 4th in Motorkhana, 4th in Sprint 

David Hall and Lyn Haywood MG A Coupe 1st in 
Concours

Ken and Ellen Wilson (S) MGB GT V8 (class R) 1st in 
Concours and MG TC Special (class X) 1st in Concours

Eric and Janelle Beckman (S) MG B (class P) roadster 
3rd in Concours, 1st in Motorkhana 

In addition, George Leicej (MG A Twin Cam), Michael 
& Carol Davis (MG B), Tony & Marilyn Gubbins and 
Darrell Martin (MG A) made the trip to Toowoomba 
for the Concours. (E: Tony Gubbins did compete: see 
poem above)

Darling Downs
Col Schiller 3rd 4th 5th & 6th in Concours, 1st (class 
A) in Sprint

Greg Newey 1st in class D in Concours, 2nd in class O 
in concours, 1st in class O in Motorkhana, 1st in class 
O in Sprint

Robert Callow 4th in class F in concours

Brian Phillips 5th in class F in concours
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Well, my first National Meeting as an competing entrant 
was not without lots of fun, thrills and entertainment.

On Thursday night at the Southern hotel John Walker 
of the Queensland Club misplaced his wallet, money, 
cards and all. After the pain of cancelling the necessary 
cards etc the loss was emphasised as it was Good 
Friday so tracing the loss was impossible.

The day passed and so did the excellent Concours 
on Saturday in fine form with the discovery that 
Johns wallet was found and all was well again or so 
I thought……

What a day but on returning to my hotel room I 
discovered I had lost my room key with the rooms 
number proudly embossed on the tag !!!  Hell, with the 
stories of rooms being entered in the motel here am 
I with a lost key…on it the room number and motel 
name and address …oh dear! How bad can it get? 
Worse! It was a special key and  Easter calls for a 
locksmith  = $$$.......bad!  I made a frantic call to David 
Miles who arranged for a call over the PA system but 
the key was not found.

At the dinner that night John Walker and I were 
speaking of his good luck (and my bad luck) when Cyril 
Bennett told us of his prayers to St Anthony hence the 
result on John’s wallet.

I immediately implored him to pray again for my key.

After a restless night and breakfast I made my way 
back to Picnic Point to search for the key.

The MG was parked and seeing a technician up a 
ladder removing the speakers for the PA system I made 
my way to his ladder which was extended against a 
large tree. 

'Good morning mate', I said, 'You didn’t happen to find 
a motel key in your travels did you?'

'No', he replied as he descended the ladder, 'but I did 
hear of the loss over the PA yesterday but no luck.'

Easter - a time of miracles?
by Denis Thomas

'Oh well I will keep looking,' I sighed.

As I began to walk away he exclaimed, “Hey look! 
What’s this?”

I turned to see the key lying between the tree and the 
ladder. The key was retrieved faster than a lap around 
Morgan Park.

I captured the event on film as the story seems too 
good to be true and gave Brian the tech my card for 
him text me his address so I could buy us a lotto ticket. 
To date this has not happened so if anyone knows how 
I can contact Brian please let me know.

His name was Brian….or was it Anthony?  Mmmm

“A message from above" (a quote from 
Vern Hamilton when told of the find)

Adam Goodfellow 7th in class X in concours 3rd (class 
T to Y) in Observation run (Ian Goodfellow navigator)

Ben Cain 2nd (class Y) in Concours 3rd (class Y) in 
Sprint

David Hall and Helen Goodfellow 2nd (class F to I) in 
observation run

Rob (S) and Fern Callow (S) Participants in Concours, 
Kimber & Observation run.

And, of course the excellent work done in preparing 
the Kimber and Observation runs performed by Gary 
Lawrence, Brian Phillips, Trevor Watkins and John 
Cloverdale was very much appreciated.
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The MG Nationals - some 43 years on

Elaine asked me to tell you all what was different from 
my first Nationals in 1970 at Sydney to this year at 
Toowoomba, the second time I have entered the MG 
Nationals.

The speed event

Well instead of a1965 MGB roadster in BRG, I entered 
a 1970 MBG-GT Mk 1.also now in BRG, the difference 
resulting in a heavier but less flexible car, making 
it a little more responsive on the tracks except for 
the 8year old road tyres. My 1965 B had brand new 
Olympic radials which as far as I can remember hung 
on fairly well.

So here is my MG at Mt Cotton circa 1969 with a 
younger me trying to work over the suspension/
tyres up the first hill. I think this was the day I broke 
60seconds~ the first MG to do so.

By Will Charlton - Member of MG Car Club (Qld) Inc and the Gold Coast MG Car Club Inc 

Now in 2013 at Morgan Park, here I am trying to 
have a good fast entry on to the main straight. Had a 
3/4” anti roll bar in this one and V nil in the old B , so 
considerably less body roll!

 In 1970 I came 3rd in class at Amaroo  and in 2013 
gained a 2nd in class at Morgan Park.

The concours

I tried to present my car as clean and tidy; however, I 
was aware that it could be improved with more work 
and replacement of some bits that were not original. 
John Tait was gracious in selling the car to me to 

supply the original steering wheel, air cleaners etc. I 
did not fit these, also there were also other items that I 
could have/ should have cleaned painted etc.

My attitude to Concours is perhaps a non-winning one; 
I am happy to present a car that I drive on the road 
the way I like it. Yes it will get dirty and stone chipped 
and Yes I can clean it and it may well be non-original 
in many parts. Anyway, needless to say, I am not a 
concours purist.  On the other hand I must have done 
something right as I improved from 3rd last in 1970 in 
the then Modern MG class to gain a 3rd in Class O in 
2013.  

On Judges, we had three in 1970 and in 2013 there 
were five inspecting my car.
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Motorkhana

We did not have a motorkhana in Sydney in 1970 that 
I can recall.

So in the 2013 Nationals, the heavens opened. I 
went for a drive on the road to try to clear the foggy 
windscreen but to no avail was placed at the end of 
the line and the heavens just poured down with sound 
effects and lightning bolts.

I got through the first two manoeuvres and could not 

Now the other most important part - Meeting other 
club members.  Being a “fairly” shy person, I did not 
get around very much. Pity the tables were allocated 
to various clubs so the opportunity to chat with new 
MG folk was perhaps accidentally restricted. This did 
not bother me as I am fairly deaf and really could not 
conduct a conversation at the dinners etc especially 
with music. 

The Rocker Cover racing did however attract my eye 
and I think that  my spare MGB rocker cover, again 
courtesy of John Tait when he sold me his yellow B GT 
with all the spares, may well reappear once I can sort 
out which wheel set will have a low rolling resistance 
and steerability.

On meeting old friends, making new ones, for me, it 
was much easier due to my disability of low hearing 
(must be ageing) to do so at the concours and at 
Morgan Park. I had the ability to chat with anybody 
as no longer shy, simply because I could hear them. 
Enjoyed both those days! 

This fellowship aspect of National meetings is perhaps 
the most valuable to all attending.

It certainly was in Sydney in 1970. I regret I did not 
attend more Nationals to renew those acquaintances 
of likeminded MG fanatics. I wonder if there were any 
of them attending the 2103 Nationals?   Would have 
been nice to have roll call like we do at the old boys 
meeting of what year we started school to know who 
they were, to renew acquaintances!

 So roll on the Nationals in Ballina in 2014! 

see the poles in the third manoeuvre  after the first 
pole. I became totally lost and gained a WD. I thought 
I had blown it as I  was really trying hard to put the first 
run away to gain a time, then have ago at the second 
to reduce that time. Same lack of vision on the second 
go!  The principles are the same as in the 1970s except 
we used to do it on dirt. To me less wear and tear in the 
transmission/ tyres etc and heaps more fun and most 
importantly  a real gain in driving skills more similar to 
track work. The speed on concrete does not allow one 
to get the feel of driving on a loose slippery surface at 
a low and safe speed! 

This was my first motorkhana in an MG since 1970. Did 
I enjoy it? Yes even though it was VERY wet!  Still I was 
really glad I was in a GT not a Roadster.  I am about to 
air-condition the B GT so next time I will have a clear 
windscreen inside. Oops; another non original extra for 
the Concours! Too bad but it’s how I like it!

A picutre of concentration in the motorkhana 
test 06 ...in the testing conditions (Photos by 

Wayne Reed of Osella Photographics)
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Chapter Chatter by Gurney T Clamp

C A P R I C O R N  C H A P T E R 

NATIONAL MEETING IN TOOWOOMBA

Easter weekend

A total of 13 MG sports cars represented the 
Capricorn Chapter at the Nationals in Toowoomba 
with all enjoying the experience which, for most, 
wasa for the first time.

Yeppoon’s Gurney and Gloria Clamp, Phil and 
Margaret Henry and Ian Carleton joined up with 
Phil and Pam White, Stuart and Ada Clark, Ian 
Wilhelmsen and Terry Dwyer in Rockhampton 
early on Thursday morning before heading off to 
overnight at Nanango. Next morning they headed 
off to Toowoomba to register their arrival and then 
book into their accommodation where they met up 
with other members, Jim and Sandra Armstrong, 
Gary and Julie Kunst from Moura and Biloela’s 
Wayne Kirwan & partner Megan Perritt.

The night time entertainment and meals at the 
Picnic Point restaurant were excellent and was 
where we all caught up with Robert and Yvonne 
Holbeck, Ian and Leanne Mc Keague and former 
chapter members Tony Gubbins and Merilyn West 
as well other members of other chapters whom we 
have met over the years.

Chapter members Jim Armstrong, Gary Kunst 
and Wayne Kirwan all scored wins in either the 
concours, motorkana or Observation run at the 
nationals.  A very happy Bob Holbeck won a model 
of the new MG 6

All members would like to extend a special thanks 
to Bev Clydesdale, MG Car club of Queensland 
committee and the Darling Downs Chapter.  We all 
registered our delight of being part of the trip down 
and back with no real problems with the MGs with 
a number of members expressing their interest in 
taking part in the 2014 Nationals at Ballina.

Bob Holbreck with his new MG6

kINkA kIPPA “Fish ‘n’ Chips” Tour

Sunday 14th April

Members who took part in the Kinka Kippa fish 
and chips tour were Gurney and Gloria Clamp, 
Ian and Rosemary Carleton, Stuart and Ada Clark, 
Terry Dwyer, Robert and Yvonne Holbeck, Don 
Madden, Jenny Hill and Daryl and Joy Penridge. 
The coastal members arrived at the Dairy Inn road 
meeting place at different times to be later joined 
by the Central group. After meeting up,  they toured 

The group at Mundubbera
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through to Kinka Kippa at the Kinka Beach for fish 
and chips lunch. During lunch Bob Holbeck proudly 
unwrapped the mini replica of the new MG 6 sedan 
car he had won at the nationals and gave members 
the opportunity to have a close view of this beautiful 
model on which all doors open, the windscreen 
wipers move, the side mirrors are adjustable, the 
wheels turn by using the steering wheel and you 
can test the suspension, a great little toy.

BLACkDOWN MOUNTAIN

Sunday 21st April 

Beautiful clear blue skies greeted members on 
Sunday morning 21 April as they all gathered 
at Rockhampton’s Kershaw gardens with Ian 
Wilhelmsen being the first to arrive followed by the 
coastal group of Ian Carleton, Phil Henry, Roger and 
Phylis Warne, Gurney and Gloria Clamp. The rest 
of the Central group of Stuart and Ada Clark, Terry 
Dwyer with traveling partner Margaret Thomasson, 
Phil White, Trevor Anderson and Glynis and Jo and 
Katy Emmert were all rugged up and ready to go. 

The first port of call was a short break for  morning 
tea at Duaringa after which it was off to Blackdown 
Mountain past Dingo to experience a memorable 
drive to and up the mountain on a not too steep 
and winding bitumen road.  It took us to where we 
parked the MGs to enjoy the breath taking view 
of the nearby Horseshoe lookout overlooking the 
northern part of the Bowen Basin for as far as the 

eye could see. After returning with Ian Carleton 
standing guard everyone else took the 1.8 km walk 
to the Two Mile Creek Falls and lookout to view the 
big water falls at their best along with other minor 
falls en route.

On returning to the car park and B.B.Q. area, 
members enjoyed a BYO B.B.Q lunch with some 
lucky enough to enjoy a glass of red over lunch.    
The Clamps won the bottle of red with three 10’s. 
The trip back down the mountain was cautious and 
enjoyable with the group enjoying a brief stop at 
Duaringa before calling in for an inside view of the 
Westwood Pub before, from there, returning back 
home. 

the group at the Fish and Chips stop



ESSENTIAL MANUALS/HANDBOOKS 
and PARTS CATALOGUES for ALL 
MG OWNERS and DRIVERS
• MG GENERAL BOOKS
• PARTS CATALOGUES
• OWNERS HANDBOOKS
• RESTORATION/PERFORMANCE
• WORKSHOP MANUALS

Excellent range of manuals-parts
catalogues-handbooks etc. held
for Jaguar-Triumph-Rover

RENNIKS PUBLICATIONS PTY LTD 
Incorporating:  Brooklands Books, Ellery Repair Manuals
Unit 3  37-39 Green Street Banksmeadow NSW 2019 Australia
Tel: (02) 9695 7055  Fax: (02) 9695 7355  Email: info@renniks.com  Website: www.renniks.com

Available from automotive book outlets or direct from Australian Agents for Brooklands Books...

MG
A-MG29GP MG GOLD PORTFOLIO 1929-39  $33.95
A-MGC36GP MG TA & TC GOLD PORTFOLIO 1936-49 $33.95
A-MGD49GP MG TD & TF GOLD PORTFOLIO 1949-55 $33.95
A-MGA55GP MG MGA & TWIN CAM GOLD PORTFOLIO 1955-62 $33.95
A-MGAM61GP MG MIDGET GOLD PORTFOLIO 1961-79 $33.95
A-MGB62 MG MGB ROADSTERS 1962-80  $23.90
A-MGB62GP MG MGB, MGC & V8 GOLD PORTFOLIO 1962-80 $33.95
A-MGV8X1 MGC & MGB GT V8 LIMITED EDITION  $23.90
A-MGFPP MGF & TF PERFORMANCE PORTFOLIO 1995-2005 $29.90
A-MGRT49 ROAD & TRACK ON MG SPORTS CARS 1949-61 $23.90
A-MGRT62 ROAD & TRACK ON MG SPORTS CARS 1962-80 $23.90

RESTORATION / PERFORMANCE 
A-MGSMR RESTORING SPRITES & MIDGETS – ENTHUSIAST’S GUIDE $39.95
A-MGBPC PRACTICAL CLASSICS ON MGB RESTORATION $23.90
A-MGAMPC PRACTICAL CLASSICS ON MIDGET & SPRITE RESTORATION $23.90
A-MGTR MG T SERIES RESTORATION GUIDE  $37.50
A-MGAR MGA RESTORATION GUIDE (SOFTCOVER) $37.50
A-MGAR/HC MGA RESTORATION GUIDE (HARDCOVER) $37.50

WORKSHOP MANUALS 
B-MG21WH MG MIDGET TC INSTRUCTION MANUAL  $34.90
B-MG25WP M TYPE TO TF1500 TUNING & MAINTENANCE BY BLOWER $89.90
B-MG225WH MG MIDGET TD & TF    AKD580A $47.50
B-MG31WH MG MGA 1500, 1600 & MK 2 S/C   AKD600D $47.50
B-MG32WH MG MGA 1500, 1600 & MK 2 H/C  AKD600D $55.00
B-MG41WB MG MGA TWIN CAM  AKD926B $39.95
B-MG42GBWH MG MGA & MGB & GT 1955-68 (G/BOX) OWM955 $19.95
B-A20WH MG MIDGET MK1, 2 & 3 AND SPRITE  AKD4021 $49.90
B-MG49WH MG MIDGET 1500  AKD4071B $47.50
B-MG58GBWH MG SPRITE & MIDGET 1, 2 & 3, 1500 (G/BOX) OWN745 $19.95
B-MG64WH MG MGB & MGB GT AKD3259 & AKD4957 $59.50
B-MG66WH MG MGB GT V8 SUPPLEMENT   AKD8468 $25.95
B-MG68GBWH MG MGB & GT 1968-81 (G/BOX)  OWM935 $19.95
B-MG88WH MG MGC  AKD7133/2 $39.95

PARTS CATALOGUES 
B-MG30PH MG MGA 1500   S/C  AKD1055 $49.95
B-MG305PH MG MGA 1500   H/C  AKD1055 $55.00
B-MG69PH MGB TOURER & GT – SEPT. 76on  AKD0037 $33.95

OWNERS’ HANDBOOKS 
B-MG265HH MG MIDGET TD   $15.95
B-MG26HH MG MIDGET TF & TF 1500   AKD658A $15.95
B-MG300HH MG MGA 1500   AKD598G $15.95
B-MG39HH MG MGA 1600  AKD1172C $15.95
B-MG40HH MG MGA 1600 MK 2  AKD1958A $15.95
B-MG42HB MG MGA TWIN CAM   AKD879 $15.95
B-MG43HB MG MGA TWIN CAM 3RD EDITION  AKD879B $15.95
B-MG36HH MG MIDGET MK 3 (GB 1967-74)  AKD7596 $15.95
B-MG60HH MG MIDGET MK 3 (PUB 78)  AKM3229 $15.95
B-MG64HH MG MIDGET MK 3 (US 1967-72)   AKD7883 $15.95
B-MG61HH MG MIDGET MK 3 (US 76)   AKM3436 $15.95
B-MG62HH MG MIDGET MK 3 (US 79)  AKM4386 $15.95
B-MG73HH MG MGB TOURER (PUB 65)  AKD3900C $15.95
B-MG74HH MG MGB TOURER & GT (PUB 69)  AKD3900J $15.95
B-MG76HH MG MGB TOURER & GT (PUB 74)  AKD7598 $15.95
B-MG77HH MG MGB TOURER & GT (PUB 76)  AKM3661 $15.95
B-MG78HH MG MGB GT V8  AKD8423 $15.95
B-MG793HH MG MGB TOURER & GT (US 68)  AKD7059B $15.95
B-MG795HH MG MGB TOURER & GT (US 71)  AKD7881 $15.95
B-MG797HH MG MGB TOURER & GT (US 73)  AKD8155 $15.95
B-MG799HH MG MGB TOURER (US 75)  AKM3286 $15.95
B-MG85HH MG MGB (US 79)  AKM8098 $15.95
B-MG82HH MG MGB TOURER & GT TUNING (PUB 76) CAKD4034L $15.95
B-MG84HH MG MGB 1800 TUNING   AKD4034 $15.95
B-MG90HH MG MGC  AKD4887B $15.95



Chapter Chatter by Gary Lawrence

D A R L I N G  D O W N S  C H A P T E R 

The past two months have seen plenty of MG activity in 
our area. The highlight was definitely the MG Nationals 
held in Toowoomba on the Easter weekend. Many of 
our Chapter members were involved as participants 
and volunteers at the event as well as being heavily 
involved in the preparatory work for the Observation 
and Kimber Runs. 

Congratulations to all who were successful in their 
respective events.

The conditions of the local roads following extensive 
rain events over the past 2 years continue to influence 
our social outings. All major roads from Toowoomba 
have extensive road works which makes route planning 
a bit hit and miss. 

By the time this goes to press we will have embarked 
on an overnight run on 8 & 9 May to Mooloolaba. 
These overnighters are always very popular and well 
organised by Ron & Judy Gillis.  I am sure I will have 
some interesting tales to publish in the next Octagon.

Lunch Run 13 March

As several of our ‘regulars’ are travelling the 
countryside, only six members travelled to Leyburn for 
our monthly lunch run.  This was disappointing as the 
drive to Leyburn and the meal at the hotel were very 
enjoyable.  We were concerned about the condition of 
the road to Leyburn after the continuous rain we have 
been having, but except for a couple of short sections, 
the road was in reasonably good repair.

John and Helen Coverdale were able to join us and 
regaled us with the tale of their close encounter with 
the tornado that damaged parts of Bargara.  Luckily 
their new home was spared, but the experience won’t 
be forgotten any time soon.  

ATTENDEES:  John & Helen Coverdale; Bob & Helen 
Marsh; Ron & Judy Gillis.

Monthly Run 24 March

Our monthly day run started from Warwick at 9.30 
a.m. under very warm and humid conditions. The 

attendance of six cars was quite pleasing considering 
many members having commitments with the 
Nationals over Easter.  It was very pleasing to welcome 
new members Denis and Marie Murphy to their first 
club run in their immaculate classic Toyota Crown.  

The group travelled through the scenic Mt Tabor and 
Freestone Valley areas to the small township of Yangan 
for morning tea. 

During the second leg of our outing the Japanese 
gremlins struck several times and due to electrical 
problems the Crown failed to proceed. Denis and 
Marie with assistance from the Neweys, the Wickhams 
and several jump starts were able to limp home. 

During a very pleasant lunch at the Warwick Golf 
Club the Crown’s problems were the source of much 
discussion and suggestions of possible solutions.

Those participating were Ron and Judy Gillis, Denis 
and Imelda Logan, Greg and Beth Newey, Rob and Fay 
Wickham, Denis and Marie Murphy, Bob and Mavis Marsh. 

All agreed it was a pleasant morning and look forward 
to our next get together.

Lunch Run 10 April 13

WOW in capital letters.  

What a turnout for our lunch run this month.  A total of 
25 came along to enjoy the bountiful meals at the Bull 
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Phone 02 9609 3988  Fax 02 9609 3955 
Email mgspareparts@gmail.com

www.mgspareparts.com.au

THE DEAL IS DONE 

IF YOU OWN AN MGB yOU Will need A PETROL TANK, IT’S ONLY A 
MATTER OF WHEN. 

MGB 1965 > CHROME BAR WITH LOCK RING AND SEAL $242.00

MGB RUBBER NOSE WITH LOCK RING AND SEAL PETROL TANK, WITH 
VERTICAL FILLER SPOUT.     $253.00

PRICE INCLUDES GST, FREIGHT AND INSURANCE TO SYDNEY, 
MELBOURNE, GEELONG,BENDIGO, CANBERRA, NEWCASTLE, MAITLAND, 
WAGGA WAGGA, RIVERINA, BRISBANE, GOLD COAST AND SUNSHINE 
COAST. (METRO AREA ONLY) 

THIS SHIPMENT OF FUEL TANKS IS IN TRANSIT AND EXPECTED AT THE 
END OF MARCH 2013. TO SECURE A TANK AT THE QUOTED PRICE, PLEASE 
RING, EMAIL, FAX OR JUST DROP IN AND DO THE DEAL AND PAY BY CASH, 
CARD,CHEQUE OR EFT. 

THESE TANKS ARE GALVANISED FINSH. 
INFORMATION (WITHOUT PREJUDICE) CAN BE SUPPLIED ON THE PAINTING 
OF THESE TANKS. 

040042A SWITCH FLASHER PINCHGRIP 9 WIRE B + C + SPDGT   77.22 EA 
040202 SWITCH FLASHER/DIP/HORN MGB USA 9/76     67.87 EA 
080168 HEADLAMP WIRING HARN MGA/B MINI S/BEAM    10.67 EA 
040000 SWITCH H/LAMP MGB SPRIDGET TOGGLE     21.12 EA 
060059 KNOB HEAT CONTROL MGB C/BAR 1962 > 1974    15.07 EA 
060058A KNOB AIR CONTROL MGB > 70 RHD      15.07 EA 
040264Z SWITCH FLASHER + HORN  MGB  + MIDGET USA 68 >   79.20 EA 
030534Z DISTRIB CAP MGA/B/ZA/SPRIDGET SIDE ENTRY    18.92 EA 
LHP10015 TIMING BELT TENSIONER MGF + VVC MANUAL    43.12 EA 
040369 LEAD SET TOP ENTRY DIZZY MGB/MIDGET     21.67 EA 

PriCes inClUde GsT.   WHile sTOCKs lasT Or   30.06.2013.              
e & Oe
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& Barley Hotel at Cambooya.  When that many ardent 
car lovers get together in one room it can become 
quite noisy.  

It was great to see our ‘out of towners’ the Coverdales 
and Watkins who travelled from their new hometowns, 
Bargara and Kingaroy respectively.

As always, it was nice to welcome David Miles from 
Brisbane who brought along Kerry Horgan for the 
country hospitality.

Graham and Lyn Cope have returned from their travels, 
while June and Brian are off on theirs, but called in to lunch 
with us before heading to Canberra with their Morris. 

ATTENDEES: John & Helen Coverdale; Janis Lawrence; 
Bob & Mavis Marsh; Graham & Lyn Cope; Trevor & Del 
Watkins; Rob & Fay Wickham; Greg & Beth Newey; 
Denis & Marie Murphy; David Miles; Kerry Horgan; Ron 
& Judy Gillis; John Gosper; Brian & June Phillips, and 
guests Sue Smith; Des Pampling and John Campbell.

Monthly Run 28 April

The numbers were small, but the company was great 
and the weather was made for MG open top touring!! 

Setting out from the Tourist Information Centre, we 
headed out north from Toowoomba. After clearing the 
16 sets of traffic lights on our track to the outskirts of 
Toowoomba, we travelled via pleasant country roads 
to our morning tea destination at Cressbrook Dam. 

Cressbrook Dam is one of the three water supply dams 
for the Toowoomba Region. 

What a difference 2 years makes. Seeing the dam 
at full supply level and the beautiful green on the 
countryside, it is hard to believe that a pipeline had to 
be constructed to transport water from Wivenhoe Dam 
to augment the dam’s supply.

After enjoying animated conversation over morning 
tea, we enjoyed some more pleasant MG country 
driving as we headed to our lunch venue at the Blue 
Mountain Hotel at Toowoomba, where we met up with 
Ben and Angie Cain who had opted to give the run a 
miss in favour of an early start on the food.

Participants for the run were Bob & Mavis Marsh, 
Denis & Marie Murphy, Denis and Imelda Logan, Alan 
and Deb Maskell, Delia Morey, Helen Goodfellow & Del 
Jensen, Ben & Angie Cain, Gary Lawrence.



MGB Water Pumps (5 bearing) $39
MK2 Starter Motor $139
MGB Heater Valve $25
MGB Slave Cylinder $39
MGB Alternator C/B $119

New SpecialS
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Chapter Chatter by John and Cherie Fransen

F A R  N O R T H  Q L D  C H A P T E R 

March 24 Run to Tolga Hotel

Meeting at the Skyrail parking lot at Smithfield, 
for a 8:30ish departure, rain and bad weather 
unfortunately kept participants down and two 
vehicles on their way already to the National, but 
lovely to see John and Annette, who have finally 
made the move permanently from Canberra to 
Cairns with their impressive white MGA.

Bad luck for a friend of the club, Grant, who was 
going to join us for the run in his Morris Minor, but he 
luckily discovered a leak in his brakes before tackling 
the winding Range and decided without brakes was 
not worth the risk.  Next time buddy!

The small but eager group got on the road travelling 
up the Kuranda Range to our first stop, freshly 
baked Scones and Coffee at Jacques Coffee 
plantation. It was a bit early but no one said no 
when the owner brought out some coffee liqueurs 
for tasting, after all it is always ‘happy hour’ 
somewhere in the world.  A detour from the eventual 
lunch destination it was decided should be a ‘stop 
and browse’ at Atherton Antiques which held some 
interesting paraphernalia, then another quirky shop 
suggested was the Yungaburra Second Hand and 
Antiques shed.  Although there is always a little room 
lacking in the luggage department where MGs are 
concerned, some were still able to sneak in a few 
purchases to load into the back before we moved 
onto our designated luncheon stop – The Tolga Pub.  
It was really busy; however, they had great service 
and the meals were huge!  For those who have 
not heard of Tolga, we can inform that it is a small 
friendly township on the Atherton Tablelands and 
is the centre of the region’s peanut industry, it is a 
relatively small place with under 1000 residents and 
the name means ‘red mud’ in the local Aboriginal 
language. 

The weather ended up holding out with only a few 
sprinkles here and there, overall it was a great North 
Queensland day for a drive.

Participants were:

John and Cherie Fransen - Red Midget

Steve and Maureen Girardi  - Red MGB (in their 
weekday drive this time)

Annette and John Collet  -  White MGA

Joseph Jacobs and Natalie Kiesey-Calding  -  Blue/
White Austin Healey 3000

Some nice antiques on display outside the shop

At Tolga Hotel
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FNQ Chapter members travel south for the 
National Meeting, Toowoomba

This year’s MGCC National Meeting held at Toowoomba, 
over the Easter weekend, had a small but excited group 
representing the Far North Chapter.  It was a long way to 
come, however everyone made it in one piece including 
Tony Basham is his multi green PA, Bob and Patty Ingram 
in their red MGA and John and Cherie Fransen in their 
little red Midget.

I believe this is the first time members of the FNQ Chapter 
have travelled south to the National event and for such a 
minimal contingent feel our group didn’t fair too bad at all 
after travelling all those kms and then taking part in our 
various events.

We are happy to advise the results in our respective 
classes including concours for Tony 2nd, Bob and Patty 
4th, Cherie and I 5th.  The Observation run was also a 
well challenged event and we all had great fun taking in 
the sights of the Darling Downs, looking its absolute best 
after a good patch of rain, as well as having to stretch 
our brains to their utmost to figure out the cryptic clues 
and their answers, as well as navigate the winding back 
roads and not get too lost.  Considering an absolutely 
necessary fuel stop was required on the run, who knows 
how much lower the gauge would have gone, Cherie and 
I were ecstatic the Midget finished with a 2nd in the T to 
Y class.  (For those FNQ members who have participated 
in the Cairns Classic, the Observation rally is similar with 
navigation through the countryside following a detailed 
set of instructions and as you travel finding answers 
to the questions along the route, however this one has 
some interesting cryptic ones thrown in, demanding on 
the ‘grey matter’, but absolute fun!)  In addition was a 
photographic competition for budding shutter bugs, and 
Cherie submitted 2 photos, winning the Novelty section 
with our miniature dog sitting in the front seat with her 
driving goggles on.

Next year’s event will be hosted by the Gold Coast 
MGCC and plans are to hold it in Far North NSW, which 
will be a beautiful seaside venue, let’s see if we can 
improve on this year and have a few more of our North 
Queenslanders representing our great Chapter.  We 
would like to take this opportunity to thank all the other 
participants from MG clubs far and wide (TAS, SA, NSW, 
VIC, WA and overseas) for travelling too, their friendship 
and laughter - with a special mention to the Queensland 
clubs for putting on a wonderful event in Toowoomba, we 
had a great time and felt like we had known a lot of you for 
years by the time the weekend ended, was really terrific 
to share our passion with our southern counterparts.

Bob and Patty at the start line for the 
Observation Event, getting their instructions.

The three male representatives from Cairns - 
John, Tony and Bob - dress up for theme night

Last stop on the Observation Run - Scotty’s 
Garage, a boys toys bonanza, Patty, Bob and John

“Zali reversing………if I just hold my tongue right” 
– Novelty photo competition

Tony heading off from Picnic Point on one of the runs
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Day run 21st April to Mossman and 
Highlander Hotel

Well what a glorious day for a Club run, autumn is just the 
best time weather wise in Cairns.  Eight vehicles met at 
the Smithfield Skyrail car park with a plan to travel up the 
coast road to Mossman and meet up with the Walkers in 
their sporty MGF for morning tea.  Departing at 9am the 
coastal drive from the Cairns beaches to Port Douglas 
through to Mossman was an exact replica of all the travel 
brochures you see, just amazing overlooking the glistening 
ocean on our driver’s side and the steep mountainous 
terrain on the passenger side.  

First stop was parking in the main street of town at the 
Temptations Café, this was either a late breaky, or for 
the earlier risers, morning tea with coffee and cake.  Two 
vehicles at this point had some other arrangements 
and peeled from the convoy however it seems the rest 
were happy to continue proving the tip we were given 
at the recent National Meeting by another Member 
was true, MG club really does stand for the ‘More Grub 
Club’, with the second portion of the trip detouring via 
backroads and fields, cane swaying in the breeze, then 
heading up the Rex Highway with a spontaneous stop at 
Shannonvale’s Tropical Fruit Winery for a brief tasting and 
a few purchases.  Then we continued onto the Highlander 
Tavern at Julatten for a yummy lunch whilst overlooking 
the lush green valley and pristine rainforest.   It is to note, 
(see pic) that Tony Boland left in his TD just after the tasting 
at Shannonvale, ‘apparently he had some painting to do’?  
Suggestion was that perhaps the painting was of his green 
MG to a more acceptable shade of red, so he could match 
the rest of the convoy, chuckle.   Once the bellies were full 
and some necessary natter was complete the run returned 
along the ‘Rex’ following the coast road back to Cairns.  It 
will also be noted that there was a brief stop on the return 
journey down the range so Bob could look under the hood 
of his MGA, ‘not broken down people, just having a look 
at something’ 

Participants

Stephen and Maureen Girardi  -  Red MGB

Bob and Patty Ingram  -  Red MGA

Tony Boland  -  Green MGTD

Cynthia Bevan  -  Silver MX5

Tony Basham  -  Red MGTD

Joseph and Julia Jacobs  -  Blue/White Austin Healey 

Graham and Pauline Hepburn  -  Red Austin Healey Sprite

Norm and Janette Walker  -  Red MGF

John and Cherie Fransen  -  Red MG Midget

Boys and their toys - underbonnet 
must be inspected before departure

Port Douglas Cruisin'

Skyrail Meeting point

Shannonvale Winery Stop

Bob just checking something ...



Cylinder Head
enGineerinGliddle's

Cylinder head repairs and reconditioning

and 
automotive - Commercial - industrial - Marine

Custom Valves – any size, shape, stem diameter,  
collet groove position or length you require.

Contact Peter on (07) 3297 5157  |  PO Box 4900, Springfield Q 4300

ITE VALVES
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Chapter Chatter by Darrell Martin

W I D E  B A Y  C H A P T E R 

Even more exciting than a Phantom Comic strip, the 
saga continues …

In our last episode, the Wide Bay Chapter was fighting 
against all odds to maintain its record of no breakdowns 
on its country runs. This time learn how Sir Parallax Error, 
Herr LPG and Prince Lucas (of Darkness fame) all joined 
forces in an attempt to conspire against us.  But first …

We started this period with a joint run of the Bundaberg 
Crew and the Hervey Bay Mob, altogether 38 of us, 
descending on Childers from the North and the South 
to meet up for morning tea. Amazingly, the two groups 
arrived within 30 seconds of each other as there were 
no breakdowns to slow our measured progress. Once 
again, there was a good range of cars on display, including 
13 MGs being kept company by a Datsun, a Toyota, a 
Mercedes, a Subaru, a Nissan and, on its first outing with 
us, Jo and Carol Seeger's immaculate restored Porsche. 

Morning tea went quickly so we headed for Biggenden 
for lunch where quite a few took the opportunity to 
revisit Alan Cunningham's mouth watering collection 
of Douglas motorbikes and other "stuff". At our last visit 
the outstanding memory was of all the open mouths at 
the sheer volume of Alan's collections. This time it was 
the number of partners saying "I will never ever complain 
about your garage again". Thank you Alan, for showing us 
how to fill several large garages, multiple mezzanine levels 
and a maze of narrow aisles with … well … everything.

Lunch at the local was excellent, talk was loud and by the 

time I left some of the stories were getting very tall!

Later in March, there were a couple of small, local runs. 
The first was in Hervey Bay where David and Sonja Carter 
(of Lucas fame … but more of that later) headed up a 
small group for a coffee run out to Maryborough. Val and 



Our workshop is staffed with trained mechanics able to repair all British built carsWe offer in-house panel and paint repairs and trimming facilities.Licensed motor dealers – audited trust account for resale vehicles.Moss authorised distributor for over 45 years.
Huge range of ‘off the self’ new & used parts at competitive prices to suit all MG sports cars, pre-war to MGF – Breaking MGF’s.
Correct wire wheel balancing and factory SU test bench.Always a range of used MGs for sale.

Prompt mail order a speciality.
Same ownership for over 50 years.
There is no substitute for experience.

All British built sports cars
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David Peaker went along in their very pretty Karmann Ghia, 
Chris and Graham Scott took their B for a spin, Blair and 
Joan Francis also took their B and Gary Robertson fronted 
in his Eunos . The venue was a small gift shop, quiet and 
comfortable, and I am told that the conversation never 
stopped.  Several apologies were received during this 
period as many of our members were off touring at this time.

The other small run was the Bundy Crew, led by Allan 
and Kaye Dansie (of Parallax Error fame … but more of 
that later) who went for a pleasant local area beach side 
run before ending up at Bargara for Fish n Chips. On this 
saunter there were 5 MGs, a Subaru, a Mercedes SLK and 
leading the pack … a Toyota Prado. As Allan said, it was 
a quiet, warm, pleasurable drive and evening with great 
company. And what more could you ask for?

Things slowed down a little at the end of the month 
to make way for the National Meeting in Toowoomba.  
Several of our Chapter attended, either as entrants or 
observers, bringing home many awards. Fuller details 
of Chapter participation are elsewhere in this issue, but 
probably don't mention "Parallax Error".

One of our local Members forgot that when you look at a 
petrol gauge from other than directly in front, the needle 
will be offset a little from the true markings and reading.  As 
we all know that warning lights are not to be trusted, I'm 
sure that this can be the only explanation as to what led 
to a chronic shortage of petrol, within sight of a garage, at 
the Nat Meet.  Luckily, a passing community minded person 
took a photo for us to learn from and a following Chapter car 
was able to assist. And does running out of fuel constitute 
a "breakdown"?  For our Chapter's records sake, no it 
doesn't, it was simply a short rest between drinks .

The beginning of April had Margaret and Peter Elson 
leading a most successful coffee run out to Maryborough's 
Sexie Coffee.  With excellent weather (of course) 15 cars 
and 22 people the place was packed, the coffee strong 
and the sweets sweet. And did we have a range of cars! 
There was a TD, 2 MGAs, 5 MGBs, an MGF, 2 MX5s, a 
Mercedes 200SLK, a stately old ( in the nicest possible 
way) Toyota Crown, a JaguarXK150 and to top it off, the 
Karmann Ghia. To save embarrassment, I won't mention 
that the gas powered Ghia had to stop for a while at 
Howard when it decided it needed a rest before starting up 
again. And no, that is NOT a breakdown, as after thinking 
about it for a while it powered up and joined us all at Sexie 
Coffee. Our reliability record remained intact!

Our next outing was a joint function between the Bundy 
Crew and the Hervey Bay Mob which stopped off at 
Childers for a quick cup of tea en route.  This adventurous 
bunch then met up with the Bundy Crew at the Hinkler 
Museum in Bundaberg before heading out to the Bucca 
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Hotel for lunch. Because of the recent flooding in the 
region the shorter access route was not available so we 
progressed down roads that grew successively more twisty, 
narrower and steeper. In total, 14 cars and 25 people made 
the trip and had a great BBQ lunch, finishing just as the live 
entertainment started.  Unfortunately, as it was a long way 
home, we had to leave then but continued to listen to the 
live music well into the distance as we drove off.

Whoops I almost forgot to mention Prince Lucas. Again, a 
community minded citizen was available to take a photograph 
of what can happen when your earth doesn't. At the Childers 
stop for morning tea an unidentified white MGB decided it 
didn't want to go on to the Bucca Hotel so it went on strike. 
Naturally, after the others had gone on, it decided to allow 
itself to be started and returned home to Hervey Bay.  I know, 
this one is marginal at best. But, the recalcitrant MGB did 
return under its own power so we will give it the benefit of the 
doubt and declare our record of no breakdowns intact … just. 

Towards the end of April our Bundy Crew supported 
the Early Holden Club which organised a lunch run to 
Woodgate to raise funds for the Flood Appeal.  The run 
was well supported with 102 people and around 55 cars. 
The Bundy Crew were represented by the Southgates, 
Simmonds, Gables, Beckmans, O’Donoghues and 
Duncans plus two guests making a total of 13.

The MGs were the first to leave Alexandra Park at 9am 
and enjoyed a leisurely drive to the Woodgate Club 
where the cars lined up on display in the shade of some 
trees. As usual the Woodgate Club put on a great lunch 
which was enjoyed by all, along with a few drinks for 
the non drivers. This led on to a frenetic dancing display 
by (names withheld) which must have been a true eye 
opener for the Just Rock crew!  The day finished off after 
a couple of hours of eating, drinking and socialising with 
everyone heading home at their own pace.

Our last run for this period was yet another longish joint 
effort going to Paradise Dam for lunch.  The Bundy 
Crew first headed out towards Biggenden where they 
enjoyed the hospitality of Meryl and Gary Duncan who 
put on a rather extensive morning tea - including cake! 
Meanwhile, the Hervey Bay Mob, led by Barbara and 
John Shield, were busy making their own refreshments 
under the shade of trees in the backstreets of Childers.  
The two groups then converged on the Dam area for 
lunch, being entertained and watching in surprise as one 
of the ski fraternity packed up his own collapsible floating 
pontoon.  With 16 cars, and enough people to fill two 
BBQ sheds, the day was an outstanding success. 

I will finish by first saying a big thank you to all those who 
have organised and led our runs … without the planning 
that goes into them they would not be the success that 

they are. Second, thank you also to everyone who has 
come along to support them. Third, thank you to all our 
Members who maintain and preserve our cars to ensure 
that our record of no breakdowns continues.

Safe driving all …
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